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February Court Term Underway

Grand Jury Returns One
Murder Indictment Today
A Calloway County Grand Jury today
returned one murder indictment, along
with several other criminal indictments, marking the start of the
February circuit court term here.
Grand jurors indicted William
Coomer, charging him with murder in
connection with the November, 1978,
shooting death of Lawrence Spinks.
The 12-member panel also indicted
William Cody,Bray, charging him with
4_
MILK COMPANY WALKOUT — Workers with Flav-O-Rich on Chestnut Street in Murray were expected to be
back on the job after company and union officials came to terms. Workmen, who are affiliated with Local 227 of
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America, walked off the job today over what they termed as the company's refusal to comply with grievance procedures. Some of the estimated 25 workmen who
walked off the job are shown with picket signs at Flav-O-Rich's plant located next to Ryan Milk A union spokesman
said,"I think we have it worked out now and I believe we will have a better working relationship with the company
after this."
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley

Senate Passes Amended Utility
Tax Bill; Garrett Rites Today
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP) — Although
the Legislature will conduct little
business today because of the funeral
for Senate Majority Leader Tom
Garrett of Paducah, leaders of both
houses said they still expect to wrap
things up by the end of the week.

"I think we have a shot at ending
Friday, but we definitely will be
through by Saturday," said Senate
President Pro Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine
Grove.
Many of the lawmakers were to fly to
Paducah for this morning's funeral for
Garrett, the Senate veteran who died
Sunday.

County Board Decision On
ADA Policy Due Tonight
.-alloway County School Board
members are expected to consider a
policy relating to county students who
attend Murray City School System
during a board session tonight.
The meeting is set at 7 p.m. in county
administrative offices on College Farm
Road
According to Calloway County School
Superintendent Jack Rose, the policy
for non-resident pupils could establish a
ceiling on the number of average daily
attendance (ADA ) contracts the county
signs over the city school system.
Under the current agreement between
the two systems, pupils can go to the
system of their choice and ADA funds
from the state go to the system the
pupils attend.
Rose said earlier that over 350 county
students currently attend the city
system and he indicated school officials

have a problem with fluctuating
student enrollment in the lower grades
at Southwest Elementary, a school
located near the Murray city limits.
Some 200 parents and others attended
a Murray City School Board meeting
recently to protest the county's anticipated action.
County school board members are
also expected to select a portion of the
middle school faculty for next fall.
School board members earlier named
Roy Cothran, currently principal at
Southwest, new principal of the middle
school, which is scheduled to open this
fall.
According to an agenda for the
county school board meeting, other
business set for the session includes:
— A resolution related to the "Right
to Read" program;
— A superintendent's report;
— An executive session for personnel
discussion.

The House and Senate were to convene this afternoon for brief technical
readings of bills to keep them on the
Journey through the Legislature so the
General Assembly can legally adjourn
Friday.
in action Wednesday, the Senate
passed an amended version of a House
bill removing the 5 percent sales tax
from home utility bills. Meantime the
House agreed to a delayed budget bill
that will finance the tax removal.
And one possible conflict between the
House and Senate appeared on its way
to being resolved when the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Committee approved a property tax
measure retaining the House's 4 percent ceiling on increases in revenue
from the tax.
Some leaders said an amendment
that uses both real and personal
property, instead of only real property.
in determining the allowable revenues.
may help the 4 percent measure pass
the Senate Friday.
The utility tax measure now goes
back to the House for its approval in the
Senate amendments.

Protesting Farmers
Are Claiming
Victories In D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Protesting
farmers are claiming a few small
victories— fresh water and propane for
their campers, new House and Senate
hearings on their complaints and an
apology from the agriculture secretary
for suggesting some of them were
motivated by simple greed.
Secretary Bob Bergland, who continued to avoid his office today,stood by
his criticism, however. "He just felt it
was unfortunate that it was taken ... to
include innocent farmers," department
press chief Joseph T. McDavid said.
Although security remained tight
today at thesC,apitol, a distinct sense of
relief showed on the faces of police and
protesters alike. More than five inches
of snow were on the ground, but the sun
was shining, the sky was clear and
farmers went about their lobbying at a
leisurely pace.
Their leaders met with officials to
decide if and when some of the
demonstrators' tractors might be let
out of the police corral on the Mall for
an afternoon parade.

Council Meeting
Time Is Changed
The time of today's Murray Common
Council meeting has been changed
from 7:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. due to
weather conditions.
Council meetings are open to the
general public

Officials Investigating
Death Of Murray Man
The shooting death of Charles G
Eaker, 21, whose body was discovered
about 3:45 a.m. this morning in his car,
is being investigated by state and
county officials.
The body of the Calloway County man
was discovered in his car on highway
1551 about a mile west of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church early today.
Death was attributed to a gunshot
wound to the head according to
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker. Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and Kentucky State Police
are investigating the death.
Sheriff's department officials would
make no further comment on the investigation this morning, refusing to
speculate on circumstances surrounding Eaker's death. Attempts to reach
the state police detective involved in
the case were fruitless.

Eaker. the son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Eaker, Rt. 8, Murray, had been employed by Mid-South Construction Co.
In addition to his parents, he is
survived by a sister, Mrs. Tony
Glenda) Bayless, Lynn Grove; two
brothers. Rodney and Gary of Rt. 8;
grandmothers Mrs. Dorothy Eaker and
Mrs. Hazel Galloway, both of Murray
and a great-grandmother, Mrs. Lillie
Moody of Mayfield.
Funeral services will be held at 2
p.m. Saturday at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to follow in
the Murray City Cemetery. Friends
may call at the funeral home after 10
a.m. Friday.

first degree assault in connection with
the Jan. 25 shooting of his wife, Sarah
Irene Bray.
The grand jury reported to Calloway
County Circuit Court Judge James
Lassiter prior to noon today after
hearing cases Monday, Tuesday and
today. Grand jurors did not meet
Wednesday due to a snowstorm that
moved through the area that morning.
Indictments returned today included:
— Commonweath vs. Johnny Price,
charged with two counts of receiving
stolen property of a value of $100 or
more.
— Commonweath
vs. Alvin
Newberry, charged with first degree
burglary.
— Commonwealth vs. Liince Ray
Jones (also known as Larry Martin),
charged with three counts of first
degree robbery.
— Commonwealth vs. Larry Martin,
charged with two counts of first degree
armed robbery.
— Commonwealth vs. Terry Mason
Churchill. charged with four counts of

first degree burglary.
— Commonwealth vs. Jerry
Musgrow, charged with first degree
armed robbery.
— Commonwealth vs. Ricky Turner.
charged with first degree armed
robbery.
— Commonwealth vs. Billy Joe
Brandon, charged in two indictments
with theft of a value of $100 or more and
with first degree burglary.
— Commonwealth vs. Bonnie Pierce,
charged with theft of a value of $100 or
more.
— Commonwealth vs. Lee Beacb,
charged with third degree busglary.
— Commonwealth vs. Morris "Tot"
Dunn, charged with receiving stolen
property of a value of $100 or more
— Commonweatlh vs. Gloria Perkins
and Rhoda Brown, charged with two
counts of second degree forgery and
theft by unlawful taking of a value of
$100 or more.
— Commonwealth vs. Michael
McDonald. charged with three counts
of third degree burglary.

Theatre Gets Grant
For Arts Assessment
A 66,400 grant has been awarded the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre by the Kentucky Arts Commission for a needs assessment of arts
in education. The title of the project is
"An Arts in Education Needs
Assessment and Model Program for the
Calloway County and Murray
Independent School Districts."
According to Mrs. Emmy Edwards, a
member of the Funding Committee of
the Community Theatre and coordinator of the project, the primary
purpose of the project is "to encourage
total community involvement in the
integration of the arts into the general
education of all students in the
Calloway County and Murray City
schools."
Mrs. Edwards stated that the commission grant "provides for an arts in
education needs assessment for both
the county and the city school system,
model arts in education programs for
both school districts and a survey and
compilation of the arts resources in the
area that may be used by the schools."
Dr. Vernon Gantt, chairman of the
department of speech and theatre at
Murray State University, and Dr.
Frank Edwards, chairman of the
department of economics, will also help
withlhe needs assessment and model
program development.
The needs assessment will involve
surveying classroom teachers, arts
teachers, school administrative staff,
parents and students of both school
systems, arts-related organizations and
individual artists in the community and
arts faculty at Murriy State.
Mrs. Edwards added that the survey
questionnaires will be designed to gain
information concerning the nature and
extent of the arts programs currently
being offered in the schools and the
types of arts programs and activities
needed in the schools.

The needs assessment will also try to
determine the feasibility, nature and
extent of involvement in the schools by
community arts organizations, individuals, and Murray State faculty
and students.
Johnny Bohannon, supervisor of
instruction for the Calloway schools,
said "We at Calloway are very pleased
that the Community Theatre project
wasfunded by the arts commission. We
feel that the information we will get
from our teachers, parents and
students will help us improve our arts
education program."
Murray City schools supervisor of
instruction Mrs. Margaret Franklin
stated "We in the Murray schools
believe that the information gathered
from the needs assessment will help us
determine how effective our present
arts program is and what kinds of
additional arts activities we can
provide for the benefit of our students.
"The Community Theatre has
already presented several interesting
programs in our schools, and we would
like to encourage other community arts
organizations, individual artists, or
other people with special talents or
interests to share their expertise with
our students."
The project is scheduled to be
completed by June 1, according to Mrs.
Edwards. "It is an ambitious project
that will require the help and
cooperation of all of the teachers.
parents, students, arts organizations,
individual artists and Murray State
arts faculty selected for the survey.
"The philosophy underlying the arts
in education project is the belief of the
Community Theatre that a cultural
heritage is the right of all children and
that it is the obligation of the community to open to them all the possible
channels of creative expression," Mrs.
Edwards concluded.
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ELECTRICAL SHORTAGES — Firemen today climbed to the roof of the
Tux Shop, 310 Main, to find an electrical short in the heating unit on the
roof of the building. The call at 825 a.m. was followed at 8:45 by a call to
for a Iheitera-let *Ring. st
0
Ate home of Janet Hentlricil601706
12:41 a.m. firemen extinguished a fire at the garage apartment of Don King
at 1319% Olive. A shortage in a wall outlet caught curtains on fire at the
residence. Smoke was removed from the building. Sian Photo By lowen Atchley

Cloudy with snow likely
tapering off to flurries tonight
Possible accumulations of 1 to 3
inches of new snow. Partial
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Weddin Planned

Special Touches Of Lincoln
And Kin Felt, Many Places
By Helen Price Stacy
collect
Some
People
material on the 16th President
of the United States. Any one
who has a Baccarat crystal
paperweight showing Abe
Lincoln's . picture inside the
crystal has an item worth at
least $400. If the paperweight
is signed it is worth more.
If a collector collects only
postcards, there are at least
8,000 picture postcards all
concerned with Abraham
Lincoln who was born in a log
cabin near Hodgenville Feb.
12, 1809. The cabin was in
Hardin County then, Lame
County now.
Lincoln was the son of
Thomas Lincoln (1778-1851), a
descendant of Samuel Lincoln
who came from Hingham,
England in 1635 and settled in
Massachussetts. Lincoln's
mother Nancy Hanks Lincoln
was a descendant of Thomas
Hanks who came from
England to Virginia in 1644.
When Abe was almost
seven, the family traveled
rough, rutted roads to the Ohio
River then crossed by ferry to
make their home near Gentryville, Ind.
Before the family moved, it
is family history — at least in
Morgan and Wolfe counties —
that young Abe spent some
time with relatives in the
area.
The late Mida Wyant of
Campton, who died in her
nineties, said, "Lincoln slept
here in Wolfe County, and
Grandfather, who was four
years older than Abe, went to
Hodgenville to visit and the
two played together." Mrs.
Wyant was a daughter of
Laura Ann Hanks-Horton who
was the daughter of M. Hanks,
son of Fielding Hanks who was
a brother of Nancy Hanks,
mother of Lincoln. At the time
Lincoln supposedly visited in
the area it still was a part of
Floyd County. Morgan was
formed in 1822 and Wolfe in
1860.
Fielding Hanks, uncle of
Abe, and his wife Lydia
Harper Hanks are buried on a
hill near Campton. Lydia was
a daughter of John Harper.
Fielding Hanks' brother
George married Sibby Harper, sister of Lydia and
daughter of John Harper.
"Lincoln went to live just
this side of Hodgenville on
some creek," recalled Mrs.
Wyant, "and Mother said C.
M. Hanks went to visit Abe
before they left for Indiana."
Two Springfields entered
Abe's life. Near Springfield,
Ky. is Lincoln, Homestead
State Park where Lincoln's
maternal grandparents lived
when they arrived from
Virginia. Springfield, HI. is
where Lincoln is buried and

CAPP I

where he and Mary Todd of
Lexington made their home
before the White House Years.
When Abe left New Salem,
III, to live in Springfield in
1837, his roommate was
Joshua Speed. In 1841 Lincoln
visited his friend Speed at
Farmington, Louisville. Speed
earlier had sold his store in
Springfield and moved to
Louisville. The day Speed sold
his store, Jan. 1, Lincoln,-who
had tried to break his
engagement to Mary Todd,
and Miss Todd were to have
been married. The marriage
took place Nov. 4, 1842.
The White House years
came to an end April 15, 1865,
the morning after Lincoln was
shot while Lincoln, Mrs.
Lincoln, Miss Clara Harris
and her escort Major Henry
Rathbone were watching the
play,"Oirr American Cousin,"
at Ford Theatre, Washington.
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Starts TOMORROW!
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.Miss Lisa Louise Gainer

FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 9,1979
exercise.
What kind of day will LIBRA
tomorrow be? To find out what I Sept. 23 to Oct.
the stars say, read the
This is an exceptional time
forecast given for your birth for creative work. Be tactful
Sign.
in bringing up the subject of
money with a loved one.
ARIES
Career progress.
(Mar. 21.1to Apr. 19)
SCORPIO
Consult with friends about (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111/elV•
parties and travel plans, but
Make important family
avoid discussions about decisions now. Property inmoney. Attend to minor vestments go well, though one
.
domestic concerns.
family member may be
TAURUS
somewhat anxious by day's
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
end.
Present your ideas to SAGITTARIUS
superiors for important (Nov. 22 to Dec.-21) )e
career progress. Find a polite
Visit a place that matches
way to say "no" to a close that. dreamy mood of yours.
ally's ill-advised schemes.
Find the right words to exGEMINI
press that inspiration, but be
( May 21 to June 20)
tactful with others in the p.m.
Now's time to sign up for CAPRICORN
that course, to deal with ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
educators, publishers, and
Reorganize your financial
people at a distance. Avoid thinking now. Follow that
friction with co-workers.
hunch and it pays off. A party
CANCER
leads to new friends, but one of
(June 21 to July 221 GO them gets on your nerves.
Investigate savings plans,
insurance policies, and joint AQUARIUS
accounts now. A friend may (Jan. 20 to Feb.
Your personality works
renege on a promise and you
have every right to be upset. better for you in social
situations now than in
LEO
business dealings. Save
(July 23 to Aug. 22)12
Discussions with loved ones friendliness for friends, and be
place an accent on what you impersonal in business.
have in common. In the p.m. PISCES
the unexpected causes a ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Secret sources provide you
change in plans.
with the information you need
VIRGO
for career progress. Affairs at
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) IV
a distante are unpredictable.
The same ideas which turn
YOU BORN TODAY are
on your friends, may turn off
your co-workers. Know to artistic and concerned with
whom you are speaking. Keep universal pr-inciples. You can
nerves in shape with physical succeed as a public servant, a
humanitarian, lecturer,
diplomat.
or
teacher,
Somewhat tempermental and
inclined to be impractical, you
are not usually drawn to
Ends Tonite!
business.

"Pinocchio"
P7:30,9:161

,
Cas

The assassin, John Wilkes
Booth, was shot to death April
26 near Port Royal, Va., but
some reports have it that
Booth was not killed, and
made his way to Canada
where he taught school for
several years.
Many people are Lincoln
scholars. Occasionally,
something new is written
about the man whose birthday
is celebrated in many states
as a legal holiday. Yet several
states do not observe his birthday.
Of all the collectors who
treasure any memento or
token pf this great Kentucky
native, an Indiana man can
claim a rare find. In the 1960's
Vernon Welker of New
Trenton, Ind. was restoring a
log house he had acquired and
found a corn knife that had
been pen-engraved with A.
Lincoln 1833."
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1-31-79
Newborn Admissions
Thorn, Baby Girl (Hope),
Rt. 5, Murray, Clendenen,
Baby Girl Deborah(, Rt. 2,
Bx. 218, Hazel, Schaltz, Baby
Girl (Brenda), 1603 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Roberson,
Baby Girl (Delores), 1554
Oxford Dr., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Malinda A. Penland
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Brenda K.
Stephens and Baby Girl, 1002
Idlewild, Mayfield, Mrs.
Velma L. Parker, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Sandra J. West,
950 Clark St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Lottie M. Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Virginia -1).
Dorsey, 921 N. 16th, Murray,
Anita M. Cochrurn, No. 10
Orchard Heights, Murray,
Mrs. Sarah P. Hyde, 1601
Belmont, Murray, Steve W.
Mohon, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
June Gingles, 511 S. 13th,
Murray, Arnold Ronna, 1709
Keenland, Murray, Gerald
Murphy, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs.
Mary L. Mitcheson, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Johnnie B. Roach, Rt.
4, Bx. 45, Murray, John M.
Campbell, 1506 Henry St.,
Murray, Christy A. Watson,
500 Broad, Murray, Candice
M. Martin, 200 S. 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Glenda K.
Carroll; 1619 Catalina Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
Howell, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Lola J. Henderson, RC 1, _
Aktro, Mrs:, Dante - Jones,
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Ola C. Underwood, 108 N. 12th, Murray,
Landon Carr, Rt. 2, Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Odell Giltner of Paducah announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Lisa Louise, to Robert B. Rudolph Jr., son of Dr. and Mrs.
Robert B. Rudolph Sr. of Fulton and the late Mrs. Ruth
Morrow Rudolph.
The bride-elect will graduate from Murray State University in May with a Bachelor of Science Degree in nursing. She
is a member of the Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority and
the Sigma Theta Tau nursing honor society.
Mr. Rudolph attended Murray State University where he
was a member of the Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity. He
is now employed as manager of the Goodyear Service Store
in Murray.
Vows will be solemnized at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday, April 7,
at the First Baptist Church in Paducah. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Ann Herron Gives
Program For PEO
By Dorothy McKenzie
Members of Chapter M of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood held their
first February meeting in the
home of Mrs. John C. Quertermous on Monday evening,
with Mrs. Morgan Sisk
assisting the hostess. Mrs.
Harlan Hodges, chaplain,
based her devotions on the
"Love" theme. The president,
Mrs.
Alfred
Lindsey,
presented her review of the
year's activities.
Mrs. Shirley Roberts, a nonresident member of the local
Chapter has requested a
transfer to Chapter X,
Marietta, Georgia.
Nominations of officers for
the State Chapter were
discussed. Mrs. Lindsey is a
member of , the State
nominating committee.
A delightful program on
"Theater'' was presented by
Miss Ann Herron whose long
interest and experience in the
field provided excellent
background for her presentation of the new Britain's
National Theater. Spending
the summer of 1978 in the
British Isles, Miss Herron had
attended theaters in London,
Oxford and Stratford, as well
as the National Theatres of
three countries, including the
Welsh National Theater, the
Abbey Theater in Dublin, as
well as England. She stated
that one part of the world
Britain still rules is the stage.
Peter Hall, formerly in
charge at the Old Vic Theater,
is now both director of
Britain's National Theater
and manager of its new $33
million home, the result of
many years of planning and
building.
Erected beside Waterloo
Bridge, on the south side of the
Thames, and facing the river,
the new building is one bridge
away from the site of the
original Elizabethan Globe
theater of Shakespear's day.
Its formal opening took place
on October 25, 1976, as a part
of the Queen's Silver Jubilee.
Planned to fill a great
variety of needs, there are
three theaters of different size
and style in the complex. Thc
largest named the Olivian ir
honor of Sir Lawrence Olivier
is central with seating for 116fi
persons; the Lyttleton
seating an audience of 890
and the Cottesloe, seating ur
to 400. The complex
surrounded • by open air
terraces where many free
activities take place, evoking
the remark of one critic that it
has become the theater of the
crowd.
Following Miss Herron's
progrant the hostesses served
delicious refreshments of
pumpkin cake and coffee.
Guests of the Chipter'werp
Miss Susan Ramp, a member
of Chapter GX, Carbondale
Illinois and Mrs. Gerald

HudderYlbc-Salina, Kansas.
Other Chapter member,s
present were: Mesdames
Olga
Bossing,
Lewis
Freeman, George S. Hart, L.
J. Hortin, A.C. LaFollette,
William S. Majorj Henry
McKenzie, Hugh L. Oakley,
James W. Parker, W. J.
Pitman, A. H. Titsworth, and
Dr. Joan Maupin.

HEALTH
Prostate problems
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — Five
years ago my husband had
an operation on his prostate
gland. He rectivefed well,
but after the surgery, there
yds no outward ejaculation.
At first, this didn't seem to
bother him. He was 64 at the
time and I was 63. We are
not interested in more children, anyway.
Now he says he gets very
little pleasure from sex. He
has had some trouble with
blood pressure, but it's well
under control. His general
health is fairly good and he
exercises a lot. He says it's
old age and I can't get him to
talk to a doctor about it and
our doctor is not one to go
into these things.
I would like my old sexy
husband back. I'm quite confident he hasn't another
woman. We are together a
lot and I know where he is.
I've gained about 10 pounds
but I don't think that would
be the problem. It's mainly
the climax that's disappointing to him.
DEAR READER — I'm
constantly surprised how
many men have prostate
surgery and don't know in
advance that they're not
going to have normal ejaculation after surgery. The
ejaculation still occurs but it
goes into the bladder instead

IN CAMPUS LIGHTS
Local persons featured in
the production of Campus
Lights- at Murray State
University on Feb.8,9,10, and
11 include Lisa Jones, dancer;
Lynn Rushing, trumpet; Terri
McConnell, trombone; Bob
Jennie
bass;
Fun,
Read,chorus.
BENTON PATIENT
Ronnie Harper of Hardin
was dismissed Jan. 25 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Pansy Elkins of Hardin was
dismissed Jan. 26 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

of outward. The overall sensation of orgasmic climax is
still there.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 1-6,
Prostate Gland, to give you
more information on the
prostate. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. You shouldn't fault
yourself for your husband's
natural decline in sexual
interest, or at least interest
in performance. I'm not sure
anyone ever really loses interest in sex.
I gather from your letter
that your husband is 69 or 70,
so such a change in level of
activity isn't all that surprising. About half of all American men are impotent by
- age 75. That also means that
half are not. In other societies where heart and vascular disease is less common,
many men remain sexually
active well past 90.
As implied by the above
remarks, sometimes men's
loss of sexual capacity is
related to fatty-cholesterol
deposits in the arteries. Circulation can be a factor. In
still others, there is just the
natural gradual decline in
the amount of male hormones which also influences
interest in performance.
You might ask why not
give male hormone in such
circumstances, and it can be
done. The trouble is it's a
two-edged sword. The male
hormone may stimulate the
prostate to grow or develop
other undesirable changes,
possibly including cancer.
Since your husband has already had one prostate oper-

ation, that might not be such
a good idea.
In any case, lack of interest and loss of capacity for
sexual performance is a
symptom and deserves med.
ical examination. Your
husband's doctor won't be
shocked about it at all. Perhaps he doesn't discuss
these matters with you because he thinks you will be
shocked. Many younger people don't realize that older
people have had time to see
more, hear more and do
more than they have.
He might also want to
review the medicine your
husband is taking to make
sure none of them is detracting from his sexual capacity. Medicines sometimes do
this. In that case, switching
to a different medicine
sometimes solves the problem.
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SORORITY OFFICERS
Sheila
Foster,
Kate
Apperson, Becky Gould, and
Cindy Gould, all of Murray,
Terri Erwin of Hazel, and
Kathy Furrow of Hardin are
officers of the Alpha Omicron
Pi Social Sorority at Murray
State University. Ellen W.
Harrell of Murray is the
chapter advisor. The sorority
held its annual Red Rose Ball
at the Executive Inn,
Owensboro,on Feb. 3.
PRE-DENTAL CLUB
Dan Carroll of Murray is
serving
as
secretarytreasurer of the Pre-Dental
Club at Murray State
Dniversity for the spring
semester.

ONLY 3 WEEKS
LEFT TO USE YOUR
Intucky Fried Chicken
COUPONS

A Great Offer
from
Estee Lauder
The Quick-Beauty
Makeup Kit
A 35.00 Value.
Yours for only 700 with any
Estee Lauder purchase
of 6.50 or more.
Looking for vour makeup? The right lipstick, fragrance, whatever"— is always
where you want it in Estee Lauder's QuickBeauty Makeup Kit It's a must—if you care
about how you look: European Performing
Creme, helps skin retain moisture, look
smoother,softer, fresher. Eye Coloring Stick,
creamy eye-widening color to contour and
accent. RE-NUTRIV Rich Rich Lipstick,
the long-lasting lipstick that's moisturerich. And even the memorable scent of
Youth-Dew Pure Fragrance Spray is
included in this neat little cosmetic kit.
To receive The QUICK-BEAUTY MAKEUP
KIT for only 7.00 with any Estee Lauder
purchase of 6.50 or more, see the order
form below:

European Performing Creme
Swiss Performing Extract
MaximunCare Eye Creme
Youth-Dew Eau de Parturn
Natural Spray
Estee Daytime Fragrance
Spray
Aliage Pure Fragrance Spray
Cinnabar Fragrance Natural
Spray
White Linen Purse Parfum
Natural Spray
Pavilion Purse Parfum
. ,Natural Spray
Celadon Purse Parfum
Natural Spray

134 oz. 18.50
1Y4 oz. 18.50
1 oz. 18.50
134 oz. 8.50
134 oz. 10.50
2 oz. 16.50
1.75 oz. 12.50
'12

oz. 8.50

341 oz. '8.00
Yt oz. 7.50

Come in Monday through Saturday.
One to a customer. All products made
In U.S.A.
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Thursday, February 8
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
the home of Virginia Jones at 7
p.m.

Thursday,February 8
Campus Lights will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are
$3 per person.

Kentucky Rock Club will
meet at the community room
of the North Branch of th
Peoples Bank at 7:30 pAil
Carl Hendrickson will lifi'7e a
display of fossils and sharks'
teeth.

A. W. Barkley Speech
Tournament, sponsored by
Delta Sigma Rho and Tau
Kappa Alpha, honorary
forensic societies, will be held
on
the
Murray State
University campus through
Feb. 10. From 20 to 25 top
colleges and unversities from
10 states will be represented.

Friday,February 9
Magic Silver Show, sponsored by the Clara M. Eagle
State
Gallery, Murray
University, will be held on the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center through
March 7. For information call
Richard G. Jackson,762-3784.

Kenneth and Sherri Mohler
of Murray Route 1 have
returned home after a week's
vacation in the Hawaiian
Islands.
The couple left Jan. 23 by
airplane from Memphis,
Tenn., „stopping at Los
Angeles, Calif., and then on to
Honolulu, Hawaii. They spent
four days at the Kamehameha
Hotel visiting many scenic
points of interest including the
Volcano National Park and
attending a luau at the hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Mohler visited
other cities in the islands
before returning to Honolulu
for three days prior to their
return home.
The couple won the expense
paid trip in a special drawing
at the Paducah Auto Auction.
Mohler is a used car dealer.
While they were away their
young son, Michael, stayed
with his paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Mohler of Owensboro. His
maternal grandparents are
,Mr. and Mrs. James H.
McKinney of Murray.

Pageant Planned For
iss Wheelchair 197
FRANKFORT. Ky. —
Women in Kentucky from age
18 to DO can enter a unique
pageant — Miss %V*.'chair of
Kentucky. The pagan'wilt be
held June 8-10 at the Hyatt
Regency in Lexington, with
the winner receiving cash
awards and many other prizes
donated by organizations and
businesses. The winner will be
eligible to enter the Miss
Wheelchair of America
contest July 31-August 5 at the
Neil House in Columbus, Ohio.
Margaret Cheielewski, the
current Miss Wheelchair ol
America from Michigan, will
be in Lexington Feb. 17-19 to
help promote Kentucky's
pageant.
Those who vie for the title
most be confined to their
wheelchairs at least' 50 percent of the time.
Candidates will be judged on
personal accomplishment,
which is the most important
includes
and
category
education, professional
position and goals, personal
and outside interests and the
candidate's adjustment to her
disability. Also to be considered is appearance:
clothes, hair, makeup and

Exhibitions of 3-dimensional
designs by Carl W. Coakley,
Frankfort, photography by
Steven Neal Tully, Benton,
and prints by Deborah Carr,
Farm Chemical Dinner for
Belleville, Ill., will be shown
all area farmers and inat the Clara M.Eagle Gallery,
terested persons will be at the
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Tractor Pull, sponsored by State University, through
at 6:30 p.m. Public is invited.
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity, March 21.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of West Kentucky Livestock and
An exhibition of billiard and
the World will meet at the
Exposition Center. For in- trick shot pool shooting by
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
formation call 753-2943.
Jack White, nationally-known
trick shot artist, will be at
' Independence
United
Non-denominational Bible Hart Hall Game Room,
Methodist Church Women are
Study will be held at Room Murray State, 12 noon in
• BILL AND KATHY WILSON have been ilwarded the $400
scheduled to meet at the
205, Roy Stewart Stadium, Student Center game room,
Fred Gingles Memorial Scholarship Grant. The award was
-pflurch at 7 p.m.
Murray State, at 7:30 p.m. and at 6 p.m. in the Hart Hall
made possible from interest on funds given by Mrs. Gingles
in memory of her husband through the First Baptist Church.
Grove 61') Woodmen of the Persons are asked to bring game room.
their Bibles.
World is
The scholarship is available to Calloway County natives
to meet at
Saturday, February 10
6 p.m. at the TriZle Inn.
preparing for Christian service among Baptists. Mr. Wilson
be
will
Lights
Campus
Russian film, "The Cranes
served as minister of youth and activities at First
previously
at
p.m.
Are Flying," by Mikhail presented at 8:15
is now in his second year in the School of
and
Baptist
Thursday,February 8
Murray
Auditorium,
Lovett
Kalatozov, will be shown at
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Bird's nest soup is made
Murray Chapter No. 92 Murray State
at
Theology
are
Tickets
University.
Student Center State
Royal Arch Masons will meet
from gelatinous substances
Louisville. Mrs. Wilson is the former Kathy Rogers, daughter
Auditorium at 7 p.m. The $3 per person.
that swallows take from a
at the lodge hall at 7 p.m.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers of Murray. They are both
introduction will be by
special type of seaweed to
graduates of Murray State University. On weekends they
Tractor Pull, sponsored by
Howard Keller, professor of
Homemakers' Clubs
the Bluegrass Baptist Church,
at
ministry
bind their nests together.
in
serve
youth
the
at
be
will
Rho,
Gamma
Alpha
Foreign Languages, MSU.
scheduled to meet today inHendersonville, Tenn.
7:30 p.m. at the West Kenclude the Dexter,Progressive,
and
Livestock
tucky
Friday, February 9
and Town & Country.
inFor
Center.
Exhibition
Shopping for Senior Citizens
72-2943.
call
forrnation
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of is scheduled. Call 753-0929 for
SFLP87PAMrS
Beta Sigma' Phi sorority is morning shopping by 9 a.m.
Murray Al-Anon will
and for afternoon shopping by
scheduled to meet tonight..
Pavilion,
Carman
at
p.m.
8
at
11:30 a.m.
College Farm Road. This is a
- Ellis Center will be open
support group for families and Enrollment
Tractor
by
Pull,
sponsored
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
friends of alcoholics. For
activities by the Murray Alpha Gamma Rho, will be information call 437-4229.
FRANKFORT — Although speaking to the Kentucky
at
held
West
the
Kentucky
• Senieir Citizens with visiting
with foreign Council on Teaching of
communication
and doing handwork at 10:30 Livestock and Exposition
Chapter of Alpha Delta
Rho
has
more Foreign Languages at its
countries
become
a.m., lunch at noon, and table Center at 7:30 p.m. For in- Kappa is scheduled to meet at
convention later this year.
important
each
year,
formation
call 753-2943.
games at 1 p.m.
House
Colonial
The commission was forthe
in
foreign
enrollment
Smorgasbord at 12 noon.
language programs in Ken- med as a result of a study by
- Life and =rung Courses
Campus Lights will be
tucky, as well as in the nation, the Commission on Security
in Disco Dancing, Parenting: shown at Lovett Auditorium,
Valentine party and dance
has dropped, according to and Cooperation in Europe
Beginning
Pleasure,
Pain or
Murray State University, at
Tony
Koester,
foreign which urged the United States
guitar, and Beginning Bass 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $3 per for teen-agers, sponsored by
Knights of Columbus, will be language consultant for the to promote foreign langauge
Fishing will open at Murray person.
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
Kentucky Department of studies to improve com3tate University.
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
munication between counEducation.
"This has become a national tries, Koester said.
Potluck luncheon to honor
concern," said Koester. Persons or groups inCitizens of the Year, Ricky "Enrollment in foreign terested in learning more
Cunningham and Terry K. language programs has foreign language programs in
Smith, will be held by the dropped significantly over the Kentucky can contact Tony
Oury last ten years, even though the Koester, Bureau of InWendell
Captain
Jack Leiiimon is
the
at
DAR
the
of
Chapter
work has become increasingly struction, Department of
a suspicious bail
North Branch of the Peoples interdependent."
Education, Capital Plaza
bondsman who
noon.
12
at
Bank
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
high
public
"Kentucky's
falls under the
schools have seen a serious
gypsy spell Of
music decline in enrollment in
for
Auditions
free-spirited
scholarships for high school foreign language classes,"
Genevieve
seniors, sponsored by Phi Mu said Koester. "Enrollment m
&Old.
Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota, first and second year Latin
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at courses has decreased by 50 Who hasn't ever had an urge
the Fine Arts Center, Murray percent. First and second year to be at the top or the bottom
State.
Spanish of the telephone directory?
French
and
enrollments have decreased
an Francisco
In the
Reunion for all former by about 30 percent," he said. telephone directory, a man
athletes who played football,
"We need to reverse this named "A"leads all the rest.
baseball, or basketball under trend," Koester said. "The
"A" is actually the
the late Carlisle Cutchin will best way to do that would be to professional name of Bob
be at 5:30 p.m. in the Racer re-establish foreign language Smith, a 27-year-old silverRoom, Stewart Stadium, programs in the elementary smith who sets up samples of
Who can stop the
Murray State. All in at- schools. Young children can his handiwork on the street.
killer bees?
tendance will be guests of the learn the sounds and structure He chose the name "A," he
Michael Caine?
university at the Murray- of a second language much said, "just to be the first in the
Lee Grant?
Morehead basketball game .asier than adults."
Henry Fonda'
phone book."
immediately following in the
The fact that foreign
Katharine Ross,
The directory ends with
Fieldhouse. Reservations are language
Richard Widmark?
in Vladimir 72zzzzabakov, but
programs
requested and call 762-3737.
Fred MacMurray,
elementary schools have his number was disconnected.
Queentore-fobulous w.nter stock of dressy, casual and
r Olivia De
failed before is simply a result Just above him is Zwill Zzzsporty styles All foshlon colors ore represented in this
11
February
Sunday,
of putting the cart before the zstra. He is actually Gilbert
Wrnter Clearance Buy several paws and really save'
First
of
Group
Youth
Bee there
Koester. Freitas, a retired police into
horse,
according
Presbyterian Church will
Elementary teachers were not spector who writes mystery
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
properly prepared to teach a novels. He lists the Zzzzstra
Beautiful junior
language. Elementary name in the directory in the
second
Women of the First
and missy styles!
Presbyterian Church will and secondary teachers are hope that a girl he met 30
foreign
years ago in Shanghai, named
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the not required to take
their Zola, will see it and be
for
college
languages
in
church.
teaching degree.
prompted to call.
Return to Rahway"
President Carter has apA Pacific Telephone official
Campus Lights matinee will
features two lightpointed a President's Com- said the company had no
s
Auditorium,
Lovett
at
held
be
heavyweightsForeign policy governing the efforts of
mission
on
3
at
University,
State
Murray
undefeated
International those who aim for the top or
p.m. Tickets will be $3 per Languages and
James Scott and
ways to the bottom of the list.
Studies
explore
to
person.
Jerry Celestine
increase interest in and opOUR REGULAR
"If a person says his name
(14-2) -4
60.00 TO 260.00
portunities for learning, is Zzyx, how is a service
Monday,February 12
Russell's Chapel United foreign languages. A member representative going to
00
3
3
Methodist Church Women will of that commission will be argue?" he asked.
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
TO
church.

Pitpeeh-h.cl

meet Foretgri Language Study
Decreasing

total coordination. They are
also to be judged on personality:
on a 1 it y : conversational
ability and self confWence.
Contestants must have an
individual, an organisation or
a committee to sponsor them
and pay their expenses during
the three-day competition in
Lexington and their expenses
in the national competition if
they should win the Kentucky
pageant.
For more information about
entering the competition or
becoming a sponsor, contact
the contest chairwoman,
Beverly Armitage, (606) 768=1.Armitage is confined to a
wheelchair and owns a
ceramics shop in Olympia,
Wilma
County.
Bath
Vanlandingham, the cochairwoman also is confined
to a wheelchair and works at
Kentucky
Eastern
the
Rehabilitation Center in
Thelma, four miles from
Paintsville. Vanlandingham
may be reached at the center
1606) 789-1440. The center is
coordinated by the Kentucky
Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services which serves handicapped Kentuckians.

SHOP FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

Final Winter
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- 0 IS SOMETHING ELSE

Ali winter fashions must go
regardless of cost! SAVE!

ALEX&THE GYPSY'

All Winter
Shoes

Van Changes Name
To A For Directory

Our Regular
24.00 to 46.00

THE SWARM

•

1499

BOXING

Junior, missy
and holt sizes!

ALL
WINTER
DRESSES

ALL
WINTER
COATS

BARRY MANILOW
Hit-maker Barry
Mannar./ 11 Write
The Songs-)is
center stage on
-Standing Room
Only" Enjoy the
chart-topping
tunes that all
America toves in
this HBO exclusive

Call

Murray Cablevision
753-5005

-

.
-I

Murray Unit of the National
Hairdressers will meet at 7
p.m. at the Ezell Beauty
School. Patricia Mullins will
give a demonstration on
electrolysis.

ADD GREEN NOTE
Here's a meatless but
nutritious pasta sauce that
will add a bright green note to
your meals: Saute 'ra cup
chopped onion in i cup (
stick) of butter, until tender.
Stir in one package 110 oz.)
frozen chopped spinach,
thawed and drained, with one
cup cottage cheese and L. cup
grated Parmesan cheese, one
tcaspoon salt and lit teaspoon
nutmeg. Reduce heat to low
and cOok, stirring constantly,
about 5 minthes. Do notaboit.
Serve over 8 ounces cooked
pasta. This yields 21,2 cups of
sauce.

diamond dots
you can see
at a distance

Winter
Robe Sale!

Pantsuit
Clearance

Sleepwear
and Daywear

REG 20 00 TO 43 00

REG.40.00 TO 80.00

FAMOUS BRANDS

999TO 1899

T031'°
"
19
esiy.o., wools and blends ,n

Fleece ond quIlted styles
Chops, horn long Or short robes

4

MICHELSON'S\
Bel-Air Shoppo n
-Murroy Ky

OFF

Flatteong w•nter styles
rn your fovont•
fostvon colors Boy several today'

SOYe

VALENTINE

weite.or Yelow Goo

TO

on leathers, labocs, suedes,
fake furs and genume tut. coots
Hurry In now and really soy&

FOR YOUR

Delicate diamond dots.
Nature's gift of genuine
diamonds in 14 Korot gold ear jewels.

1/2
2/3

16600

•

•

BUY NOW AND
SAVE MORE,

up

your fovorrte styles SAVE'

-TO

1 /2

OFF

Nylon tricot and assorted worr,
wear Buy now and save'

Sportswear
Clearance

Winter
Handbags

Bras and
Girdles

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK'

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

REG 5 50 TO 1900

1/2

TO

11, OFF
'

Beautiful_junror and mussy co
ciOncoes and separates'Save, •

IT ANt.

•

MORE!

1 99TO 1299

Includes leathers, y.nyls ond
fabric styles ,n wonted colon'

Our fornous nom* styles rn your
loyor.te s.res. Save Lodayl

LESS 1

PACs'
.4
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Mrs. Mociornitza Creates
Special Religious Icons

rt

ST. LOUIS (API — The restoring damaged icons in
icons of Rosette Mociornitza churches and monasteries.
Her work has been exhibited
are created with all the
religiods attention to detail, by galleries in Rome, Paris,
craftsmanship and tradition Munich and Amsterdam.
She directs the first
that 11th-century monks
lavished on the spiritual works Byzantine Museum of North
America,
which
she
of art.
About 20 of them were on established in Montreal in
display during the Missouri 1975.
Liturgical Congress here
recently.
Mrs. Mociornitza speculates
that she is one of a handful of
people able to create icons
because few have an opportunity to learn the 1,000year-old art.
A hangnail is not so called
Mrs. Mociornitza learned because it hangs. It just hurts.
the ancient art 25 years ago in "Ang" in Old English meant
her native Romania while "pain."

Pardon
Our Mess...
But We're
Remodeling

v , 'Dean.Abbv,
By Abigail Van Buren

Curb This
Doggie Gag!

DEAR ABBY: A neighbor lady has a peculiar sense of
humor. Last Christmas she went tolhe animal shelter and
got a dog which she named Marvin, knowing perfectly well
that is my husband's name.
In the evening when she calls her dog, my Marvin goes to
the window and barks like a dog just to confuse her. There
have been times when I've called my husband when he's outdoors, and that dog comes running.
Everyone in the neighboehood thinks it's hilarious, but I
cant see anything funny about it..
Aren't there laws to protect people against being publicly
humiliated? If I thought I could win, I'd haul this neighbor
into court. What are my chances?
MARVIN'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Better pick this bone out of court. A grown
man who tries to confuse his neighbor by "barking" when
she's calling her dog is in no position to criticize a practical
joker.
DEAR ABBY: Today is my 15th birthday and I feel like
40. I developed early and thought that because I looked
mature I could handle any situation. Well, I was wrong. I
started dating when I was 12, and before I was 13 I was going steady with a 17-year-old dude. I gave in to him and
that's when my troubles began. He dropped me and I started
going with a friend of his. I gave in to him, too (on the first
date), and from then on it was one guy after another. I never
used anything, and it was a miracle I didn't get pregnant.
I'm not writing for advice, Abby. It's too late for that.
Now I have to live down a bad reputation.(Guys talk afterwards, I found that out.) I just hope you will print this for
girls who beg their mothers to let them date and go steady
before they know how to handle guys. No matter how
mature a girl thinks she is at 13, she's only a kid. Sign
me ....
-NO GOOD AT 15"
DEAR "15": There is a lot of good in you or you wouldn't
have written to offer your experience as a warning to
others. With consistent good behavior you can build your
self-respect. Tomorrow is the first day of the rest of your
life. Good luck, dear.

,

This Will Be
Our Final

, .---

Clearance
Boy's 8 Girl s

Boy's 8 Girls

Jeans
&
Slacks

Shirts $3"
Headwear

$500

Winter

$200

Dresses 1000

Boys

Sweaters
$ oo

Girl's

sieepwear $30.

--Infant Wear

METROPOLIS, Ill. (AP) — Illinois town — the only
Faster than a speeding bullet, Metropolis in the U.S. —on the
the new "Superman" movie idea of playing up the name.
has propelled Metropolis, Ill.,
No sooner had the movie
back into the news again.
started playing at theaters
The fictional superhero lives nationwide than Westerfield's
in a fictional city called phone started ringing again
Metropolis, and in 1972, Bob with calls from the national
Westerfield sold this southern media.

OMO 'it "....

It's In Our Way
Caradand
Southstde
Center

Children's Shop

SEDAUA HOMECOMING — Kings and Queens of Sedalia High School were crowned in special ceremonies held
prior to the girls' varsity basketball game between Sedalia and Fancy Farm. Crowned as junior queen was Danita
Walker, seated right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny R. Walker, Farmington Route 1, and student of Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio, and as senior queen was Pam Wilson, seated left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Wilson, who is a
senior and secretary of her class. Crowned as senior king was David Barber, standing left center, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Barber, also a senior, and as junior king was Todd Kinsey, standing right center, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kinsey.
Captains of the boys' varsity basketball team, Jimmy McBee, left, and David Seay, right, crowned the queens.
Trophies were presented the kings by Janna Page, left, and Nancy Miller, right, representing the girls' varsity basketball team. Other candidates in the program were Libby Wyrick, Nathan Galloway, Wendy Forester, Melanie Page,
Kirk Murphy, Debbie Baker, Dan Shelby, Stacy Williams, Dian Ward, Brad Mundy, Tracey Poyner, Damion McClain,
Beth Younkin, Steve Harding, Tammy Tidwell, Chad Morris, Lori Morris, Brad Wiggins, Becky Willis, Rickey England,
Stacey Poole„Bubba Hayes, Jennifer Fulcher, Jeff Thompson, Mitzi Morris, Tim Garland, Leigh Ann Emerson, Kevin
Guthrie, Velvet Morris, and David Warren. Special recognition was given to Bobby Galloway and the agriculture
department for designing and constructing the lattice arch and flower stands which were used in the ceremony.

'Superman'Movie Aids Metropolis

I Rock

KMenutririacykY

MIMI

Who'll Pay You 9.307% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
°WE
Will!
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits
These certificates hare a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is
subject to change at maturity. This 9.307% rate is effective on certificates
purchased from now through February 14, 1979.

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

TERMS

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

ANNUAL
INTEREST

3 months

$1,000

5.5%

5.653%

1 or 2 years

$1,000

6.0%

6.183%

21
/
2or 3 years

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

$1,000

7.25%

7.518%

6 years

$1,000

7.50%

7.787%

8 or 10 years

$1,000

7.75% I,

8.057%

Stories about Metropolis, an
Ohio River community of
7,500, already have appeared
in newspapers in St. Louis and
Chicago. Metropolis will be
featured soon in Newsweek
magazine.
"It's happening all over
again, the same people who
wrote about us before are
writing about us again," said
Westerfield, 51, owner of a dry
cleaning establishment.
City reporters sometimes
get carried away when writing
about Metropolis, Westerfield
said. "A columnist for a St.
Louis paper wrote recently
that there isn't a single stop
sign in town, but there is.
"But I don't mind," he said.
"If it gets people interested in
driving down here from St.
Louis,I'm all for it."
Westerfield said that when
he moved here from Owensboro, Ky., in 1969, he was
amazed nobody had thought of
developing a Superman theme
before.
He
approached
the
Chamber of Commerce, he
said. "They said, 'Fine, go
ahead and do it."
Westerfield got permission
from Superman's copyright
agents in New York, and
Metropolis "adopted" the
crimefighter in ceremonies
featuring a local Baptist
minister clad in blue tights
and a cape.
Blue and red Superman
billboards welcome visitors to
Metropolis, and a Superman
logo is painted on the town
water tower.
Westerfield is on a 14member committee organized
to "capitalize on what the
movie can do for Metropolis,"
according to committee
member Goldie Bremer.
Ms. Bremer, owner of an
electronics equipment store
president
of the
and
Metropolis Business and
Merchants Association, said
the committee is directing its
efforts toward a "Superman
Celebration
Weekend"
sometime in June.

The committee plans to
discuss with executives from
Warner Communications Inc.
— producer of the movie and
copyright-holders for
Superman — the possibility of
getting members of the
"Superman" movie cast to
town for the celebration.
-I'm gung-ho for it and real
excited about the prospects,"
Ms. Bremer said.

DEAR ABBY: I have studied the Bible and am convinced
that everything that happens to us is the result of God's
plan. When we become ill, it is God's will — that's why I
never take any medicine. Wily try to reverse God's decision?
Also, when we fall victim to an illness or an accident, that
is God's way of punishing us for our sins.
If you can refute this, you are a genius.
GOD'S HUMBLE SERVANT
DEAR SERVANT: I am no genius, but consider this: 11
your theory is correct, why then did God endow man with
,the knowledge to conquer so many diseases?
And if you believe that victims Of illnesses and accidents
itre being punished for their sins, you need more enlightenment than I can give you in a letter.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send fl and a long, stamped 128 cental self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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FRANKFORT — The mills of the
gods grind slowly, someone wrote, and
that is exactly what has been happening
in this legislative session called
especially to reduce taxes.
However, the populace should not be
angry with the legislators for they have
been taking a very hard look at the
budget process and the spending
process.
There are some taxpayers who feel
that it is a waste of state money for the
legislators to be in session under this
special call, for tax reductions aren't
going to be really significant to the
middle-income person, or for anyone
else for that matter.
However, taking the sales tax off
home utility bills, except telephone, will
be some relief to the retired persons on
a small fixed income. A couple of
dollars per month will mean a lot to the
person who is having a struggle.
Taxpayers, however, should not
despair, for what this special session is
costing can pay dividends in the future
to all Kentuckians. Legislators have
delved deeply into the budget process
and into state spending. Many have
learned that the capital construction
fund has been used by past governors
as just a big barrel of money to use for
some of their pet projects and to do
some things, like buying an $825,000 jet
airplane, without anyone's knowledge.
Whatever this special session costs is
worth the money for the knowledge that
legislators have gained about state
financing and how the money is spent.
That is, if the legislators remember this
lesson and use it judiciously in future
legislative sessions.
No more should the governor's
budget sail through both houses in a
week without examination. The Appropriations and Revenue Committee
should take a very hard look at the
budget and its allocations. Legislators
have found fat in the budget, but there
seems to be a trend in the Senate to use
the surplus to cut taxes this year instead of the idea of the House to trim fat
from the budget.
Using the surplus will just delay
action until the 1980 session, and there
is no guarantee there will be a
recurring surplus to make up for the
loss in taxes and the reduction in fines.
Governor Julian Carroll earlier said
there is no "free lunch," meaning there
wasn't anywhere to cut expenses to
allow for a reduction in taxes. However,
last week he changed this tune and
spent considerable time in a night
session extolling the legislators for
their efforts to trim the budget without

10 Years Ago

relying on surplus to mallee up for the
trimming.
There has been a hitand cry from
people in education a
from county
and city officials that a ceiling On
growth in property the revenue will
prove a hardship.
Well, what's wrong with asking
schools, city and county governments
to trim their spending a little? The
taxpayers have been burdened with
inflation and individuals and families'
have had to curtail their spending to
stay within their income.
Where is the economic law that says
spending for schools, city and county
governments must increase by 6 to 10
per cent each year?
The average taxpayer certainly isn't
convinced of this for the very reason
that he has had to tighten his belt.
Right now, or within the next few
weeks departments in state government are going to be going through the
process of buying new desks and
equipment thal,they really don't need.
This spending spree every two years is
just to deplete the department budget
so there wW not be a surplus that will
revert to the general fund.
The fiscal year ends June 30, and
departments don't want much money
left. They want to have it all spent so
they can ask for higher budgets from
the 1980 legislature.
The real hope the taxpayer must look
forward to from this special session is
that legislators remember what they
learned about financing this time and
put it to strong use in the 1980 session.
They have gained some independence if
they have the nerve to use it in 1980
regardless of who becomes governor
this December.
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The Story Of
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Calkiway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

lopyright, 1878
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Guerrilla activities among ,the residents of the county reached
staggering proportions with various estimates of 3:34 to 40 citizens

•

being shot down in cold blood. The running of supplies to
C. S. A. soldiers across the Tennessee River at a landing known
in recent years as Newburg, subsequently submerged in the creation of Kentucky Lake, was a source of constant irritation to
Union forces. Consequently, gunboats operating under the command of Gen. U. S. Grant would shell the place periodically to
the extent it became known as Warburg during the conflict, later
changed to Blood and eventually Newburg.
Out of necessity, armies were compelled to live off the land
during occupation operations in the Civil War. As a result both
sides of the struggle vied with each other in commandeering of
horses, livestock and foodstuffs for both animals and men. Those
efforts are not to be confused with guerrillas—the wolves of war.
In many instances, perhaps in the majority, guerrilla bands were
groups of deserted 'toldiers preying on the countryside in search
of money and food, often wearing the tattered uniforms of the
.
grey and of the blue.
The impact on the non-participating people by guerrillas was
far greater than can be grasped by the present generation. Foodstuffs were buried in mounds over the farm in the winter months,
cattle would be staked out in hollows and fence rows at night,
the hours when maurauders scourged the countryside. Women
folks would bar doors and windows against feared attacks while
fathers and sons who were left behind would stalk the shadows
of homes and barns at night as protective sentinels. Arson, rape,
thieving and murder were commonplace, but must be admitted
were the facts of war when mankind engages in mortal civil
conflict. Our Civil War was no exception to the rule.
All recorded facts indicate the estimate of 800 men enlisting
in the C. S. A. and 200 in the U. S. A. as being correct. With
1800 men within the county being recorded as of military age
during the War Between the States, the comparison reflects a
monstrous proportion of menfolks actively engaged in the conflict.
Furthermore, the proportion of the enlistees being listed as dead
or wounded reflects the ghastly cost Calloway County endured in
this tragic conflict
Gallantly have the historians' generosity been displayed in
Indicating bygones are bygones and sadness and suffering no
longer endured. Os the very contrary, this general conclusion,
gracious as it may have been intended, falls far short of the facts of
life in Calloway Counliv The ugly scars of the Civil War lingered
as bitter as gall for over a half century mid it had to await the
Conti of the Murray State Normal Scbud-'60 yews later to best
tar %vOtinas.ti) the extent of tette‘'rint this -6mminnity of tt
the
heavy and needless cross.
To Be Continued

Sales Of Type 73, dark fired tobacco
on the Murray Market for this year
have exceeded the 1988 sales by about
300,000 pounds, according to Oilie
Barnett, reporter for the local market.
The season's average thus far is $5037
per hundred weight.
Deaths reported include Howard L.
Guthrie, 69, and M. A. Buckley, n.
The three bedroom two level cottage
Of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill,
located in the Newburg area in the
Green Valley Estates on Kentucky
Lake. was destroyed by fire last night
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Jimmy Ford on Jan. 31.
Mrs. Fred Gingles presented a
special program on "Valentine
Decorations" at the luncheon held by
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

Gan-tilt

You've Got To Be A Ham To Do
What This Young Lady Does
When Mary Jo Curtsinger goes to the
Murray State basketball games, not
many of her friends know she's there
even though they see her throughout the
game.
A 21-year-old senior from Louisville,
Mary Jo is the young lady in the
costume of the horse — the Racers'
mascot — dancing around the helping
the cheerleaders whoop it up along the
sidelines.
"I have wanted to do that all the time
I've been at Murray," she told me the
other day, "but it wasn't until a few
games ago that I got that chance."
Mary Jo was walking across campus
one day in December with a friend who
happened to room with one of the
cheerleaders. During that chit-chat, the
friend disclosed -that the student who

had been playing the part at the games
had left school after the fall semester
and that her cheerleader roommate
was trying to get her to do it.
"I jumped at the chance and asked if
I could do it," Mary Jo said, "and they
said I could. I have been having a ball
ever since."
+++
Mary Jo is a natural for the part.
-I'm really a ham at heart," she
laughed, explaining that back at
Owensboro Catholic High School where
she graduated in 1975, she was a
member of the Pep Club and wrote
many of its skits.,"I was the one who
always did the silliest things," she said,
'The things no one else would do.
She follows no set routine on the

Kentucky Closeup

Artist Finds Joy
In Olympics Print,
By GEORGE W.HACKETT

there are shaking hands with those who
finished fifth, sixth or seventh," said
Ensor.
His art was his hobby until 1970, the
same year the Special Olympics got
started.
"I began marketing prints of my
paintings and did so well that I gave up
my job as manager of a bakery in
Louisville."
Ensor said he was caught up "in my
own little world until I was asked to do
the print for the Special Olympics."
It's titled "A New Kind Of Joy" and,
he said, "I think I've found it."

Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — When
they approached Don Ensor with the
idea, he immediately said "No." Like
, most successful artists, he was too busy
with other commitments.
"Ichanged my mind after watching a
brief film on the Special Olympics. I got
hooked on what this group is trying to
do and agreed to help."
Ensor admitted that he was overwhelmed by the scope of the program
for mentally handicapped children and
adults.
"Did you know there are 10,000 people
training and participating the year
ABOUT THIS PAGE
round in 12 sports and recreational
Editorials, columns and other
events in Kentucky's Special Olymopinionated articles on this page are
pics? The age span is 8 to 65, and they
presented for the purpose of
get assistance from more than 4,000
providing a forum for the free
volunteers who act as coaches,
exchange of differing opinions.
chaperones and organizers."
We at The Murray Ledger &
Ensor returned to his easel and
Times strongly believe that to limit
produced a painting marking the tenth
opinionated articles to only those
anniversary of the project, then had
which parrallel the editorial
10,000 copies of his work run off as first
philosophy of this newspaper would
edition prints.
be a disservice to our readers.
"They're not for sale but you can get
Therefore, we encourage readers
one with a minimum $15 contribution
who do not agree with an editorial
that's tax deductible," he explained.
stand or the ideas presented by an
''These are unsigned but we have 500
Individual writer in a column or
prints autographed by myself and Mrs.
other article, to respond with their
Eunice Kennedy Shriver, president of
feelings on the particular issues
the national organization. The
being discussed with a letter to the
suggested donation is $30."
editor.
All proceeds will be turned over to the
By the same token, if an issue has
program which began in 1970 with a
not been discussed on this page and
one-day track meet for 200 athletes. The
a reader feels that the issue merits
first Special Olympics state basketball
attention of the general public.
the
tournament was held in 1975, with 16
we welcome a letter to the editor or
teams taking part. Last year, there
an authored article on whatever that
were 56.
topic might be.
"The basketball used in that original
tournament is depicted in my painting," Ensor said. So is the goalie's
stick that was tested many times in the
first floor hockey game played between
Stewart Home School of Frankfort and
the Bowling Green Work Activity
A mother, her arms filled with
Center in 1978.
purchases, got on the bus with her fiveHe's also included the swimsuit and
year-old daughter. The little girl paid
gold medal awarded to Roger Kapthe two fares, then5 feeling that some
pesser of Louisville for his winning time
etplanation to the . driver was
of 38.77 seconds in the 50-yard freestyle
necessary,said in a clear, strong voice:
in the 1975 International Games at Mt.
"I'm paying the fare today because
Pleasant, Mich.
my mother is loaded."
The international is held every four
years and the next one is scheduled this
summer at Brockport. N Y
Kentucky will send 70 athletes, who
And the trod that he made of
will be picked from the state meet this
day was marred In the hand of the
June in Morehead
potter: so he made It *fain another
"Everyone , gets souse kind of —"meat air seemed good to the Atter
to make K. Jeremiah 15:4.
recognition.- We- not a liiestion of
lust as surely lis the pbttef Mates
winning but how much you'Ve improved •
of the clay. God molds
something
your performance. There are as many
our lives according to His sovereivi
as
people congratulating the victors
-'ill toe our good and for His g1^

Funny,
Funny World

Bible Thought

pep
court, dancing o e music o
band and doing whatever comes
naturally to a horse at a basketball
game.
At times, too, this requires some
rather quick thinking. This was apparent the other night when the Racers
were getting- ready to take on Austin
Peay. She was prancing around to the
music of "The Ole Gray Mare Ain't
What She Used To Be, She's a
Thoroughbred Now" when, unbeknowing to her, the tail came off her
costume. The crowd roared as she kept
prancing and dancing -- tailless — to
the music.
When one of the cheerleaders
whispered to her what had happened, —
her reaction was instantaneous and
exactly what you would expect an intelligent Kentucky thoroughbred would
do.
Bowing the horse's head in embarrassment and tucking the front
hooves behind her, she backed slowly
and shamfully toward the student
section. Then she sat down on the
sidelines and covered the horse's eyes
with its front hooves. The crowd loved it
— it was so cleverly and naturally done.
Retreating to the dressing room for
repairs, she was back minutes later —
the tail again attached — prancing,
dancing, cheering and having the time
of her life.
Getting into the costume took a bit of
doing at first, she said, but now she can
slip into it within minutes. A screened
section in the neck enables her to see
what's going on, but "it get's awfully
hot in there," she admits. "After a
game I won't have a dry thread left on
"Too, the first time I wore it," she
went on, "I must have over-exerted,
because I had to leave the floor and get
the head off so I could breathe. Getting
accustomed to that — knowing just how
active I can be without that problem —
has been about the only adjustment to it
I've had to make."
One of a long line of Curtsingers to
attend Murray State, Mary Jo has three
first cousins on the campus — Suzanne,
a double cousin and a home economics
major, and sisters Cathy and Dotty. All
three live in Louisville.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas A. Curtsinger, 2324 Venetian
Way, Owensboro, and she's the second
oldest of five children — three girls and
two boys. Her oldest sister, Pam,
graduated from Murray State in 1977
and is a registered nurse at the
Veterans Hospital in Lexington.
A vivacious 5'5" blue-eyed blonde,
Mary Jo is majoring in psychology and
social work, a change from the special
education program with which she
started. "I love kids," she laughed.
"and I want to work with them, their
parents and their teachers"
She has been on the Dean's List the
honor roll) all seven semesters she has
been at Murray. and currently has an
over-all academic average of 3.85 out of
a possible perfect 4.00. She will
graduate in May, and plans to continue
her education by working toward a
master's degree and possibly a doctorate.
Extremely active at the university,
Mary Jo is president of Psi Chi, a
psychology honor society and plays
basketball, tennis, touch football, water
polo, softball, volleyball and water
basketball in the girls' intramural
athletic program.
She also is an avid runner, jogging
from three to five miles every day. She
has run in two rdini-marathons - one 10
miles and one 6.2 miles -- "just to see if
I could finish."
Her roommate, Karen Weis, a senior
Iron Milwaukee, I.the No. 1 player on
the, 14nly RocArs' tennis team._
4- 4- -iNow you know who's in the horse - a
real ham, Mary Jo Curtsinger.

Deaths reported include Mrs
Richard Vance, 73, Mrs Otis Johnson.
76, Mrs. Mary Alexander,93, and Jessie
L. York, 96.
The World Day of Prayer program by
the M urtay-Callowayrounty Council of
Uniteu Church Women will be held on
Feb. 13 at the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
according to Mrs. Walter B. McCord,
local president.
In high school basketball games
Murray Douglas beat Union City. High
team scorers include D. Jackson with
31 for Murray Douglas and Graham
with 16 for Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester On- of Murray
and Mr. and 'Mrs. Leon Phillips of
Detroit, Mich., will leave tomorrow on
a month long tour of the western United
States.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Jerry Lewis in "The Geisha Boy" with
Marie
McDonald
and
Sessue
Hayakana.

30 Years Ago
A major fire disaster in downtown
Murray was narrowly averted this
morning when flames of unknown
origin in the second story of Barnett &
Kerley, Inc., were discovered just
before dawn, and quickly brought
under control by members of the
Murray Fire Department.
Deaths reported include Donald Lee
Carson, four months, and Clark H
Bynum, 54.
The Boy Scouts of America will
replace city and county officials
tomorrow as a part of the observance of
National Boy Scout Week.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins on Feb. 7, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lax on Feb. 7,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John McNeely on
Feb. 8, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Bazzell on Feb. 8.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Benton and Mayfield
beat Murray Training. High team
scorers were Bobby Hargis with 21 for
Murray High, Adkins with 13 for
Benton, Herbie Hunt with 24 for
Mayfield, and Houston with 11 for
Murray Training.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
It is well known that philosophers like
to argue about reason, what it is, where
it comes from and how it operates.
Several hundred years ago, when intellectuals were still in the process of
separating church and state and sorting
things into separate piles marked
"sacred" and "profane", the role of
reason seemed a bit easier to analyze.
The following words opened one of the
articles in the great French
Encyclopedia. They were published in
1778 and attributed to one Cesar
Chesneau Dumarsais:
Reason is to the philosopher what
grace is to the Christian.
Grace causes the Christian to act.
reason the philosopher.
Other men are carried away by
their passions, their actions not
being preceded by reflection: these
are the men who walk in darkness.
On the other hand, the philosopher,
even in his passions, acts only after
reflection: he walks in the dark.
but by a torch.
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Not Giving Up
Though Racers' Hopes For Tourney Berth Slim,
Greene Says He And Team 'Have To Believe'

Ron Greene (above left) hasn't officially given up on this season and a possible
post-season tournament berth. But with only five
Ohio Volley Conference games remaining and Murray in last place with a 1-6
mark, Saturday's game in the Sports Arena against
Morehead ranks as a must.
staff photo

Vandy Polishes UK 68-58
By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE
Accustomed to being left in
the dust only to pull it out in
the closing minutes, 17thranked Vanderbilt Shifted its
strategy with the defending
national champions in town.
•
KEYTUCIY4Si i
Anderson 49-15. Williams 2 4-4 fl. Cowan
6. Mac)964 24.Shadier 20-04, Casey 1
.102. Verderber 22-2 6 Totals 23 12-13 58
•
ANDFIIBILT
.* Davis 13 5-6 31. Fuller 2 0-0 4. Allsmiller
41 4. Springer 3 1-2 7. Rhodes 4 1-2 9. Shultz
2-2 1. Elliott 250 1 Thompson 0 1-4 3
:SIMU1 I 0-0 2 Totals 22 12-17 62
.' Halftime--Vanderbilt 39. Kentuck4
-:Fouiled out--Anderson. Spnnger. Smith
.Total fouls-Kentucky 22., Vanderbilt 20

The Commodores came out
blazing from tip-off to buzzer.
"It was an excellent game
from start to finish," Vanderbilt Coach Wayne Dobbs
said
after
68-58
the
Southeastern
Conference
victory Wednesday night over
Kentucky.
'-We played the entire 40
minutes with good shot
selection and intensity. We
were able to play in a man-toman defense the whole game,
which we don't usually get to
do."
Charles Davis scored a
season-high and a Memorial

It's Here?
Atlanta Channel 17 24 Hours A Dag
1

ANOTHER CABLE TV EXCLUSIVE
JUST FOR YOU!

Sports

Gym record 31 points, while individual eIfbrt,".Davis said.
Kyle Macy paced the Wildcats "Even though Kentucky's
with 24,20 in the second half.
down this year, it still feels
"I thought we lost the game good to beat them because
in the first five minutes," they're still Kentucky."
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall said.
We missed some easy shots
and they got five layups. We
got. behind and trying to play
Catchup on the road is a tough
thing to do. We just couldn't
get back in it.
"I think our players gave
the effort, but the edge wasn't
there. Our basic problem was
on defense, when we got so far
behind that we couldn't go to
the zone,.and using a man-toman defense, we couldn't
guard Davis inside.
-Davis did a good job and
they were patient at getting
the ball to him. His high
shooting percentage and the
area his shots came from were
the big differences."
Vanderbilt, 16-5 overall and
9-4 in the SEC,led by as much
as 15 points as Dobbs posted
his first win against the
Wildcats, 11-9 on the season
and 6-7 in conference, in five
outings.
"It's nice to be in the history
books, but our main task is to
win the conference, and that
takes a team effort, not an

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
For a good part of each of
Murray State's seven Ohio
Valley Conference games, a
spark of success has found its
way into the Racers' play. And
against several teams, including Tennessee Tech
Monday night, the Racers
have jumped to early leads.
But something — a scoreless
streak here, an untimely
turnover there — has helped
Murray lose all but one. So,
with a 1-6 record, isn't it time
to talk about next year?
-We're not mathematically
eliminated, and as long as we
still have a chance, we aren't
giving up," says coach Ron
Greene.
Victories have been infrequent for this Murray
.team, which set a schoolrecord mark of 18 losses in a
single season with the 81-69
loss to Tech.

their remaining opponent's
chances are not.
Only Austin Peay, which the
Racers close their season
against Feb. 24 in Clarksville,
appears to be out of the chase
with a 2-5 league mark.
Saturday, the Racers host
the first of three straight
conference games against
Morehead, a team teetering
on the edge of a tournament
berth with Middle Tennessee.
The Eagles are 3-5, one
game back of Middle Tennessee and its 4-4 mark, and
will desperately need a win
over Murray to enhance its
chances.
Then there's Eastern
Kentucky, a team reeling
from back-to-back conference
losses to Western Kentucky to
drop it to 6-2, on Monday. The
Colonels are tied for the
league lead with Tech at 6-2,
but they aren't assured of a
berth yet.

"We're certainly capable of
playing good basketball, and
we keep getting the good efforts game after game,"
Greene says. "I think we're
playing as close to our
potential as we can."
Even if Murray's realistic
hopes of making the OVC
tournament are slim, four of

Murray's final home game
will be Feb. 17 against Middle
Tennessee, a contest that will
be televised as the OVC Gameof-the-Week.
"It's a credit to the players,
I think, that they continue to
hold their heads up," says
Greene. "There's no disgrace
in losing. I think the disgrace

is not entering the fight at
all."
Murray dropped an 84-70
decision in Morehead Jan. 13

But even with that slow
start, Greene feels a killing
blow was dealt to his team
during the three-day span

How They Stand
ovc
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Western Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Morehead
Austin Peay
Murray State;
to open its conference season,
and Greene feels opening on
the road was detrimental to
his squad.
"Morehead had the luxury
of playing home games first(2
of its first 3), something we
didn't have," he says. "As
young as we are and were
then, the confidence that
comes from playing at home
would have been a big plus for
us."
The Racers made the swing
through Morehead and Richmond, generally considered
the toughest of the back-toback conference road games,
and came away with two
losses.
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Choose professional sports—NBA and NHL action
plus NCAA regional competition including SEC
ACC and Metro 7 conferences Plus over 100
Atlanta Braves games
And WTCG has more programs the whole family can
ernoy around the clock including
• Super selection of movies—almost any time
of the day
• the most popular family shows ever seen—
entertainment for everyone

WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL 4!
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another cablevision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service.
And that's not all folks, check
cablevision, Channel 11, for unannounced
Madison Square Garden evening sports
programs.
,!•-•
Call

Murray
Cablevision Co
—

Bel-Air Shopping Center
'Murray,KY 42071
753-5005
•—

Be a Christopher columbus and widen your horizons with

The Murray Ledger & Times.

Please start my subscription today!

We have all the news you will need in shopping, entertainment,sports news and much more.

NAME

Get away from the flatness of your everyday life and be a
well-rounded reader of The Murray Ledger L Times.
Call today for home delivery or fill out the handy coupon in
this ad and discover a new world of news!

ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP

STATE
PHONE

Youth Basketball
Practice Cancelleti

'

Saturday's practice for the
and
ecreation
Deptirttnene'lt
Yntittt.-•
Basketball Program has been
cancelled, Parks director
f;ary Hohman announced
today.

Parks.

,=-1\11tierray Leclger Sc TimesServing Murray & Calloway County

Overall
L Pet
6 .684
11 .476
7 .667
8 .600
11 .450
14 .283
18 .143

"Realistically, we are a long
shot to make the tournament," Greene says, "but
we have to believe that we can
do it. My goals are simple:
hold the opposition to the
fewest possible points and win
as many games as possible.
"If we only have three wins,
then we play for No. 4, then
No. 5 and so on. A successful
program has be done step-bystep.

It's Action Time
For Ali-Stars

CaOie TV has added an exciting new Channel—
WTCG from Atlanta Now you can follow your
favorite teams and players with WTCG's greater
sports coverage

W
13
10
14
12
9
7
3

from Jan. 27-29 — home
games against Austin Peay
and Tennessee Tech.
"When we didn't win either
of those games, well, that took
some of the air out of us,"
Greene said.

Discover
A-new
World
Of nEws

By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — For three
days, there has been nothing
but practice, nothing but talk.
The National Hockey League
all-star talk. The National
Hockey League all-stars have
said all they can about the
Soviet National team they
face tonight in the opener of
the three-game Challenge Cup
exhibition series.
Now it is time for action.
"You can do all the talking
you want, but until they drop
the puck there's nothing you
can say that will accomplish
anything," said center Bobby
Clarke of the Philadelphia
Flyers.
"Until we've played the
Russians once, we really can't
say anything anyway," added
left wing Clark Gillies of the
New York Islanders.
Now it will be seen whether
the hastily gathered crew can
handle the Soviet machine,the
nucleus of which has been
together for months.
"This will be like learning
how to play all over again,"
says defenseman Barry Beck
of the Colorado Rockies.
"When you're playing against
the teams in the NHL, you
pretty well get used to the
moves you're going to see and
the things you have to be
careful about.

L Pct
2 .750
2 .750
3 .625
4 .500
5 .375
5 .286
6 .143
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Homecourt Streak
Stopped As Irish
,- Nip NC St. 53-52
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By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
Digger Phelps top-ranked
Notre Dame basketball team
; has dug North Carolina State a
,olittle deeper. But it wasn't
Kelly
Sophomore
ITripucka's two free throws
sealed the Fighting Irish's 5352 victory over the Wolfpack
Wednesday night, handing
N.C. State its first nonconference loss at home since
1968.
.
Employing a slowdown
game in the second half, the
Notre Dame coach patted
himself on the back after
ending the Wolfpack's 13game streak against nonconference foes.
' "We played a smart game
plan," Phelps said."We didn't
want to get in a running game
2 with them."
Tripucka went to the free
throw line with the Irish

leading 51-50 in six seconds
remaining. He caliny sank the
foul tosses, which put his point
total at 16, tops for Notre
Dame.
"Hitting the first free throw
kind of took the pressure off,
said Tripucka. "Once you hit
the first one, you kind of feel
like the second will go."
In other games involving
Top Ten college teams, No. 6
North Caroline downed
Maryland 76-67 and seventhrated Syracuse topped South
Carolina 71-64.
While Notre Dame boosted
its record to 17-2, N.C. State
dropped to 15-8 overall. The
Wolfpack, last beaten by
Georgia at home in a nonconference game,stand last in
the Atlantic Coast Conference
with a 1-6 mark.
After Tripucka hit his free
throws, N.C. State's Hawkeye
Whitney scored a field goal,
but the Irish ran out the clock.

What's Up
Today
Murray High boys, girls vs Fishes County, home; girls
game,6:30 p.m. i makeup of Jan. 5 game).
Murray State women vs Wester. Kentucky, 4:30 p.m
Bowling Green; first-round. Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.
Friday
Calloway County boys, girls vs Sedalia, Jeffrey Gymnasium; girls game,6:30 p.m.
Murray High buys at Hickman County.
Murray High girls at Marshall County o makeup of Jan.
11 game ).
Saturday
Murray High girls vs Paducah Tilghman 1:30 p.m.,
home.
Murray State men vs Morehead, 7:30 p.m., Sports
Arena.
Monday
Racer Club Meeting 1 final meeting for basketball);
noon luncheon, Holiday Inn

"We're having a hard time
getting the right bounces,"
said N.C. State Coach Norm
Sloan. "At the end, we had
exactly the right shot with the
right guy (Whitney). We just
can't seem to get over the
hump. I think we still will."
Clyde Austin paced N.C.
State with 16 points, 14 in the
first half when the Irish led 3129.
Meantime, host North
Carolina, getting 23 points
from Al Wood and 19 from
Mike O'Koren, increased its
ACC record to 7-2 and 17-4
overall and dropped Maryland
to 3-5 in league play, 14-8
overall. It marked the
Terrapins' eighth straight loss
to the Tar Heels.
North Carolina, leading 6157 with .6:50 left, shifted into
their four corners offense to
withstand the Terps. Greg
Manning's 19 points led
Maryland.

Kent Sevices Set
By the Associated Press
ABILENE, Texas — Funeral services were scheduled
today for Kelly Kent, the 21-year-old star running back of
Abilene Christian University's 1977 NAIA championship
football team.
Kent, who went through spring football drills Tuesday
and played in an intramural basketball game thatnight,
died early Wednesday of an apparent heart attack,
football Coach Ted Sitton said.

Rib Eyeit IMOSELL
Apple Pie $ 99

3

UK Joins Alliance Aimed
At Protesting Proposal
By the Associated Press
President Otis Singletary and
The Athletics Director -Cliff
—
LOUISVILLE
to
according
University of Kentucky has Hagan,
joined about 320 colleges and university spokesman Bernie
universities in an alliance Vonderheide.
Vonderheide said the $5,000
pimed at fighting federal
proposals to require equal contribution came from
nding among the sexes in private donations and UK
rcollegiate sports.
boosters and not from public
The Courier-Journal, in a funds.
pyright dispatch from
ashington published in
y's editions, said UK has
'ven $5,000 to the group,
aded by Marvin D."Swede"
&mon, vice president of the
niversity of New Mexico.
At press time today, the
Other schools who have
Murray High-Fulton
ined the alliance against the
basketball
County
oposed Department of
doubleheader in the Tigers'
and
ealth, Education
gymnasium was still on,
elfare rules include Purdue,
according to Fulton County
otre Dame, Ohio State,
school officials.
ichigan and Georgia, acThe Murray High girls
ding to spokesmen for the
are set to take on Fulton
ashingtonbased
County girls at 6:30 p.m.,
ganization.
with the boys game to
UK's decision to join the
follow at approximately 8
up was made last month by
p.m.
versity officials, including

Tigers' Games
Are Still On

NOTICE!

Auction Sale
has been

Rescheduled for

Associated Lumber
Company,Inc.
until Feb. 17th, 10 a.m.

Johnson and Ed DeHart,
public relations consultant
hired by the organization,said
football and basketball should
be exempted from proposed
requirements that schools
spend equal amounts on men
and women for each sport in
which a school participates.
They said.Congress clearly
called for such an exemption
for national-level competitive
sports in a 1974 amendment to
federal discrimination laws.
According to Vonderheide,
UK's athletic budget this year
is $4.3 million, about $500,000
of which goes to women's
programs. He said there are
203 male athletes and 57
women who receive some
form of financial aid.
UK's
Sue
Feamster,
assistant athletic director for
women, said she was unaware
of Kentucky's alliance with
the national lobbying group,
but said she also had problems
with the HEW proposal. She
said she was concerned that
the equal spending proposals
might discriminate against
men in some cases.
But Ms. Fearnster said she
did not share Johnson's fears
that the plan would wreck
revenue-producing men's
progranis. She said schools
and government agencies
should instead find more ways
to pay for women's athletics in
general.
-We're just going to have to
seek other viable ways of
producing revenue," she said.
"I think the American people
are vastly underestimating
their own creativity."

A jutcY
Rib Eye Steak,
Potato & Toast The
Apple Pies on us,
Thursday through
Sunday, this month
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Bridgette Wyche (with boll), and her Murray State teammates will face Western Kentucky on
Richmond tonight in the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. A victory over
the Hilftoppers will place the Racers against regular-season champion Tennessee Tech Friday.

Bel-Air
Center

Staff photo

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky.-753-9491
Open 9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P.M. Sunday

SALE
SAVE 25% TO 5010

FINAL WINTER CLEARANCE

Canadian

Artic Pack Boots
Top grain leather uppers, rubber
bottoms, removable felt liner.
Reg.$24.95 Sale

45°

1
(N1
1
11
G
mAN
R
HEA
I
Boots that
neversaydies

SOaAlit‘PAre.
nj
froTtenverx mwexank
The Magnum II
Super Insulated

Snowmobile
Suit

Insulated
Camouflage
Coveralls
Zipper Pockets,
Half Zip Legs,
Water Repellent
Finish
Most Adult
And Boys
Sizes In
Stock
Reg. $34.95
Boys $29.95

8.80z.
Dacron
Hollofil
808
Insulated
Our Warmest
Suit Ever
Ideal For All
Winter Activities
Reg.$58.50

Sale

9350

Work & Play

Boot
Winter
Work Or Play

Sale

Insulated
Jacket

'385°

Detachable Hood
Dacron Insulated
Nylon Outer Shell
Available In
Navy Blue Or
Green
Regular $29.95

' Reg $50.95
Sale

$465°

Sale

Or buy a Volkswagen.
otr•Zth•
• .n.4.
•.

%pi

ume
- •

000~......W.Mitsaw
dhe 30"ye
A Ow tow *so •44.41.vv.

Carroll YW -Audi -Mazda
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.

oar.ord.
61-V9
;-.."'""fisgkr 1
Mr, .vow

••• cimstout
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Hunting Boot
inskamk.
pun Lenthtbr Lined
100% Water Proof
Vibram Sole

All Hunting Coats,
Pants & Tests
Price
0
•
• Reg.
1 Off
/
0
40

'16"
Mani Other In Store Specials
Spring Items Arriving Daily
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Injury-Riddled Bullets Still Top Milwaukee 96-90
By The Auodltçd Press
ets bit
The Washington
the bulk( Wednesday night
and showed why they are the
Basketball
National
Association's defending
champs.
We did tonight what you
have to do when you're
champions - adjust and
utilize what you have," Elvin
Hayes said after scoring 33
points and leading the bangedup Bullets to a 96-90 triumph

over the Milwaukee Bucks.
The Bullets seemed pruned
for an infrequent defeat with
top reserve Mitch Kupchak
absent with a foot injury, ace
rebounder Wes Unseld limited
to 12 minutes because of a
sprained ankle, guard Kevin
Grevey slowed by a hamstring
pull and high-scoring Bobby
Dandridge held to five baskets
in 19 attempts.
"We have poise and confidence we can win," said

Hayes. "We're aware of our
ability and it doesn't bother us
whether we're behind or
ahead with the other team
coming back. We just believe
we can beat you.
'We probably have the best
five big man combination in
basketball in Wes, Mitch,
Greg Ballard, me and Dave
Corzine and we have a player
like Bobby Dandridge at small
forward.
Even
when
somebody is hurt we have so

Sports At A Glance
College Basketball
EAST
Amherst 76 Tufts 75. 01
Butler 67 Robert Moms 62
Georgetown DC 62S& Peter's NJ 60
Indiana Pa 90. Shppery Rock 60
Iona 64 Holy Cross 62
Maine 80 Northeastern 56
New Hampshire 72, Vermont 70
Pittsburgh 65. St Francis Pa 57
Providence 87 long Island 78
•
Rider 75 Lafayette 62
St Francis, N Y at Manhattan. prod .
S1105
SE Massachusetts 70. F. Connecticut 59
So Maine 63. Thomas COI 52
Syracuse 71. S Carolina 64
Temple 54 Penn St 43
W Chester vs Lehigh ppd snow
W Virginia 92 Duquesne 63
SOUTH
Appalachian St 59 Furman 58
79
Birmingham -So
Auburn•
Montgomery 58
Centenary 110. Georgia So 91
Citadel 62. Tenn-Chattanooga 61
Clemson 85 Wake Forest 74
Cleveland St 88 Campbell 81
George Mason at Frostburg St ovd
snow
George Washington 70 Sass 63
• Georgia 76. Florida 64
Livungston 63, Columbus Col 68
Storehouse 95, Ft Valley St 15
Morris Brown 100 Tuskeuee 99
N Carolina 76 Maryland 67
Notre Dame 53. N Carolina St 52
Richmond 101. Stetson 86
RrtllinsI3 Si Lee IS7
Samford 96. S.Carolina Si 78
Tennessee 73 Auburn 62
Vanderbilt 68 Kentucky 54
Vu Commonwealth 86 F Carrilina
UT
tiirgsrua Tech 91 Old Dominion 85
W Virginia Weal 73 Fairmont St 6:
MIDWEST
.....1118,141.1W Green 65 Kest St 61 •
Caarieron42. E Cent Oklahoma 49
Cent Michigan 100 Ball St 80
Cincinnati 02. Dayton 74
Colorado 71 Iowa St Ti
Dakota St 70. Dordt 56
E Michigan 92 W Michigan 76
Evansville 79. DePauvi 59
Kansas IS Missouri 85
Kansas St 56 Nebraska 46
Lincoln 06 Shaw College Mich .67
Oklahoma 74. SE Oklahoma 67
N Michigan 56. teliciugan Tech 54
N Park 99 N Central 73
NW Iowa 100. Mt Marty ea
Ohio U 75. Miami Ohio. 60
Ohio West 48 Ohio No 81
- Oklahoma 74. Oklahoma Si 67
'Oral Roberts 19. Denver 67
St Cloud St 81. Moorhead St 77
St Norbert 75. Carroll WIS 70
SW Missouri 86. Mo-St Louis 76
Toledo 67 N flhinom 46
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St. 61. NW Louisiana 60
Si Mary's. Texas 76 St Edward s

Track
Merrily Mate Track Sehedules
Wes
Indoor
Feb 9-10
Mason-Dixon Games
Louisville
Feb 16-17 -- Ohio VaBey Coshrence
Indoor C ha mpi onships. Murfreesboro
Terri
Feb 23-24 - lihosuChair. Mem.. ROW W.
•
March 3- Loot Cameo lowSoll000l.
liortreesboro, tem
March 9-10 - IICAA Cbemplushipa.
Detroit
Oulloor
March 17 - 61114 Meet: Southeast
Missouri St .
Melia,at Murray
March 23-24 - AMOR Mays, Gain'sidle, Fla
March 31 -- dual meet Western Kentucky. Southern Illinois, at Murray
April 7 Austin Pear *die Tennessee.
Western Kentucky, at Clarksville, Twin
April 13-14 -- Dogwood RElays, Knnsville, Tenn
April 20 - Austin Peay, Arkansas State.
Jonesboro, Ark
April 21 - Western Kentucky Confererre high school meet, khrray
April 2741 - Drake Relays, De Moines,
Iowa
May 5 -Relays. Murray
May If - Regional high school meet.
Murray
May 14-15 - OVC Championships
Clarksville. Tem.
May 19 - Tan Black Cleric. Knoxville.
Tenn
May 2S-36
USTFF Championships
Wichrta, Kansas.
June 1-2 - NCAA Championships
flampaign. flt

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES Named Harr,
Weinberg, assistant trainer Named Dr
John Bonarno team physican
Naomi& League
1.0S ANGELES DODGERS-- Signed
Andy Messersmith, pitcher, to a two-year
contract
NEW YORK METS-Obtained Jesse
Orosco. pitcher from Minnesota as the
player to be named later in the Jern
Koosman trade
HOCKEY
Nahmal Hockey League
MINNESOTA NORTH STARS--Settled
the contract of Bill Hogaboam. center, so
he may negotiate with other NH1. clubs
WASHINGTON CAPITAIS- Sent Ron
lalonde center to Hershey of the
American Hockey league
BASKETBALL
Nahum!Basketball Association
BOSTON cELTIC_S-Waivied Marv!!
,
Barnes. forward

NEW JERSEY NETS- Traded Eric
Money and Al Skinner, guards to the
Philadelphia 76ers for Harvey Catchings.
center. Ralph Sampson. guard and future
consider ail ions
FOOTBALL
National Football League
DETROIT LIONS Named Larry
Pasquale special teams coach
Cassdias Football League
EDMONTON
ESKIMOS -Announced
that Bob Macauley linebacker has
agreed to terms on a three-year contract
COLLEGE
CAIIFORN1 A
LOYOLA- Announced
the resignation of Dave Benaderet. head
basketball coach, effective at the end of
the season.
MEMPHIS STATE-Announced the
resignation of Wayne Yates. head
basketball coach, effective at the end of
0the season.
PF.PPERDINE -Announced
the
resignation of Gary Colson, head
basketball coach, effective at the 'end of
the season

many offensive variations
that we're really tough to
stop."
So are the Kansas City
Kings, who gat 32 of their 65
first-half points from reserves
and swamped the Atlanta
Hawks 124-108.
Elsewhere, the San Antonio
Spurs whipped the San Diego
Clippers 126-113, the Boston
Celtics downed the Seattle
SuperSonics 107-100, the I..cs
Angeles Lakers edged the
Golden State Warriors 106-104,
Philadelphia
the
76ers
defeated the Detroit Pistons
114-103, the Denver Nuggets
trounced the Cleveland
Cavaliers 120-105, the New
Jersey Nets turned back the
Indiana Pacers-90-84 and the
New Orleans Jazz outlasted
the New York Knicks 125-123
in overtime.
Washington opened a 16point first-quarter lead and
held on to hand Milwaukee its
fifth consecutive setback, the
Bucks' longest of the season.
The Bucks got within 87-84
with 3:36 left but Ballard
made a layup and Hayes sank
a 25-foot turnaround jump shot
to regain the momentum for
the Bullets. Hayes sank 14 of
28 shots, grabbed 16 rebounds
and blocked four shots.
Kings 124, Hawks 108
Otis Birdsong scored 30
points as Kansas City posted
its
ninth
consecutive

homecourt triumph. Scott
Wedman added 19 points and
Phil Ford had 16 points and a
season-high 16 assists.
The Kings, hitting 13 of 17
second-quarter shots, took a
65-52 halftime lead and
boosted the margin to 17
points late in the third
quarter.
Spurs 126, Clippers 113
George Gervin scored 20 of

his 28 points in the third an end.
quarter as the Spurs snapped
Celtics 107, SuperSuaics 100
a three-game losing streak.
Chris Ford scored 20 of his
San Antonio led 90-84 after 31 points in the second half and
three periods and blew the player-coach Dave Cowens
game open by outscoring the connected for 24 as Boston
Clippers 12-1 to start the defeated Seattle's Pacific
fourth quarter. Lloyd Free Division leaders for the
played despite a sore back and second time in three meetings.
scored 25 points to lead San The victory was Boston's
Diego, which saw a three- fourth in five games. Seattle
game winning streak come to was led by Gus Williams with

28 points.
Nets IS,Pacers 84
Rookie Winford Boyses
scored 10 points in the fourth
quarter, including eight in a
row, to help New Jersey end a
five-game losing streak. With
the score tied at 72, Boynes,
who had just four points in the
first three periods, made three
field goals and two free throws
in the next three minutes.

Resurrected Crenshaw

4

Ben Only One In Strong Hawaiian Open Field
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HONOLULU, Hawaii- Ben
Crenshaw declined to make
any predictions. But the young
man who resurrected his
golfing career did offer an
observation:
-I'm probably playing
better right now than I ever
did in my life."I'm driving the
ball better, striking the ball
better than I ever have.
played real well in the
last round (at the Bing
Crosby) last week and shot 78.
I just got it in the wrong places
on the greens and when you do
that there you can be in big
trouble."
The situation is slightly

different in the $300,000 beginning to wonder. I think
Hawaiian Open that got I've learned some things over
started today. The 7,234 yard the years. I think I'm a better
Waialae Country Club course player now than I've ever
has probably the best, truest been. Now I want to go on and
greens the touring pros en- win. That's all I waht to do counter all year. And that's win, win, win."
tailor-made for Crenshaw,
And Crenshaw ranked
generally considered one of among the prime title conthe game's best putters.
tenders in the 144-man field
"I'm excited about playing. that may be the strongest this
I'm up mentally. Winning was tournament has had.
awfully important to me. "It
Tom Watson, Player of the
rescued me at just the right Year and leading moneytime."
winner for the past two
The rescue took place in seasons, tops the list that
rainy Phoenix, were Cren- includes all the 1979 titleshaw scored the sixth victory winners - Crenshaw, Fuzzy
of his career and first in 1v2 Zoeller, John Mahaffey and
years.
Lon Hinkle, who is admittedly
"It had been too long. I was tired and drained in the wake

of his playoff victory in the
Crosby.
Among the other standouts
are defending champion
Hubert Green, U.S. Open
titleholder Andy North, Lanny
Wadkins, Les Trevino, Gil
Morgan, Jerry Pate, Hale
Irwin, Bill Kratzert, Bruce
Lietzke and Andy Bean, a
playoff loser to Hinkle and a
contender in two of the four
previous events this year.
Arnold Palmer, still trying
to recapture some of the
magic that made him the most
popular player golf has
known, has spent hours and
hours working on his game.

TOP OFF YOUR.
'TEST milli" will'
FREE FORD HAT!
Now when you test drive a new Ford
LTD or Mustang, you'll get a sharp looking
Ford hat,free. It's blue and white with that
bold Ford emblem up front. Plus it even has
a gold braid treatment on the brim! Butthen
you'd expect something special
•••
with the LTD and Mustang.
The'79 LTD has a sleek
new design, yet it still gives
you big car room and ride.
And how about that
brand new '79 Mustang. It's

V

II

1
1.

the most exciting, most alive Ford ever,
especially the slick Mustang Cobra.
Test drive an LTD or Mustang today and
get yourfree hat! Offer ends February 28th.

"You'll be flat
out amazed!"

Women
bidoor
Feb 9-10 - Mason Dixon Games
Louisville
Feb 17 - dual meet, Southeast
M111101111. Cape Girardeau. Mo
March 2-3 -- Missouri Indoor Nationals,
Columbia. Mo
Outdoor
March 23-24
- Florida Relays.
Gainesville, Fla
March 30-April 3
Memphis
Invitational. Memphis. Tenn.
April 10 - - Southern Illinois Inv Carbondale. 111
April 14 - Murray State Invitational
April NI
- Kentucky Women's
Interolleuiate Conference Championships.
Marra y
April
-- Bede, Boone Relays. Richmond. Ky.
May 5 -- lady Topper Invitational.
Bowling Green, Ky
May 34-36 -- MAW Nationals. East
taming. Mich

9

Tennis
4125.1010 Women's Tosemesest
in Seattle. Wash
irat round
Chu F:vert d Peanut
Louie 64 4-0 Jeanne Duval d Rose
Calais 14 6-4 6-4 Wendy Timken d
Sharon Walsh 24 64. 74. NOON'
Rickards d Leilw Hunt 6-3. 6-4. Ann
Kiyornura d Rota
162.
Kerry Reid d Barbera Potter 4-1. 14.
Narita Redondo d Francois* Dirt, 34. II 6-2
6; . iskitoMrefil
Mane Pinterova Hunt d Renee Blount
i No 2 seed , 4-4 6-4 6-2 Kay kkraineel d •
Rayni F'ox 67 6-3 64. Leslie Allen d
Maria Rothschild 6-4 24 11-4 Roberta
Mc( alum d Pat Medrado Brant 6-3, 36 7,5

/*I

Parker Ford Inc.

Murray, Kentucky
•

a
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House Adopts Amended Budget
To Finance Proposed Tax Cuts

4
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By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —

The Kentucky House has
adopted and sent to the Senate
an amended state budget to
finance tax cuts, retaining a
controversial provision that
requires state programs to be
cut if appropriations exceed
incoming money.
The vote Wednesday was 934.
The budget bill, patterned
after a recommendation by
Gov. Julian Carroll, cuts
about $23 million from agency
budgets and the state's capital
construction fund. It also uses
$33 million in lapsed funds
from previous years and $38
million in projected surplus
money to offset some $36
million in new expenditures
and $55 million in tax
reductions.
An amendment sponsored
by Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, adopted Tuesday,
requires the state Finance
Department to adjust the
budget so that recurring state
expenses for government
programs would be paid for
out of recurring income, such
as tax revenues.
Clarke contended Tuesday
that use of virtually all the
state's surplus funds — which
Carroll recommended — could
lead to drastic program cuts
in 1980 or an increase in taxes.
Clarke's amendment
passed, but the House
leadership quickly laid the bill
on the clerk's desk, a move
designed to give them time to
try'to undo what Clarke had
done.
The bill was withdrawn
from the clerk's desk Wednesday, but no effort was
made to remove the amendment.
Actually, the only amendment considered Wednesday
was one proposed by Rep.
Dawahare, DHoover
Whitesburg, to return $6
million of any budget surplus
in excess of $20 million in the
next fiscal year to the coal-

representatives said in interviews that state law
already requires the finance
secretary to reduce appropriations to prevent
overdrafts or deficits in any
fiscal year.
But Clarke's amendment
pegs the reductions to the
amount of recurring state
funds.
Clarke said after the vote he
understood that the amendment's opponents did not have
the votes to remove it. He also
said it would be hard for the
Finance Department to circumvent the amendment.
-They're
faced
Kith

legislative intent," he said.
Defeat of the amendment
proposed by coal-county
legislators effectively cut off
debate on a flurry of other

amendments introduced
overnight.
Many were trivial, introduced only to make the
point that legislation to divert
state money to specific
geographic areas was unfair.
One would have sent state
funds to "tobacco-producing
counties," while another
would have refunded 25
percent of Jefferson County's
sales tax revenue to "any
county containing a city of the
first class" — in other words,
Louisville.

8-TRACK RECORDING TAPE

2

bound over to a grand jury on
a second-degree assault

$30,000 by the local firm,
which apparently closed its
offices here late last year. The
company's telephone has been
disconnected.
The petitioners, identified
as Campus Sweater and
Sportwear Co. of Cleveland,
Ohio; Sewell Manufacturing
Co. of Bremen, Ga., and
Higgins Co. of Lineville, Ala.,
also allege that Johnny Unitas
Men's
Stores •
gave
preferential treatment to
another creditor last fall. •
Unitas himself apparently
producing counties for road

charge, but charges against
two other Wildcat players
were dropped Tuesday in
Fayette District Court.
Benny Naples; a nonscholarship player from
Hubbard, Ohio, remained free
without bond after his charge
was reduced from first-degree
assault.
First-degree assault
charges were dropped against
John Bow Jr., 20, a junior
defensive back from Miami,
and Christopher Jacobs, 20, a

had little to do with the
operation, other than lending

his name,for a fee, in an effort
'to promote sales of store
franchises and clothing.
Unitas, who now lives in
Baltimore, could not be
reached for comment.
There were four Johnny
Unitas stores in the Louisville
area at one time. Franchises

EC-2001 by Radio Shack s

Reg. 2" Ea.

Reg
29"

Item count, 4-key
memory, gross profit
margins -arid percent. With
batteries. 65-660
AC Adapter, U.L. listed

PRINTING CALCULATOR
EC-3003 by Radio Shack

SAVE SAVE tin%
26% $lo 77109"
Reg'

21.95

14-854 95

Bright green display,
paper tape printout,
Auto-rounding, 4-key mem3-Pack Thermal Paper
ory, percent key With paper
2%"x90'
Ea 65-705 2"
U.L listed 65-546

SAVE
$60
TRAVEL SAFELY WITH A MOBILE CB t
TRC-424 by Realistic
Was
169" in
Cal. 0289

SAVE $70

• Keep loved ones feeling secure, close to help while
driving' Noise blanker and ANL cut static, delta-tune
brings in off-frequency stations 21-1522

COMPACT AM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO

Sophomore defensive back
from CoralGables,Fla.

Chronomatic rf--114 by Realistic

COMPLETE RECORD/PLAY SYSTEM
Modulette -808 by Realistic

99
95

by Micronta ®

39Reg.
95
59"

Reg. 29"

SAVE 26%
Rise 'n shine to music/buzzer
alarm! Only 31/2x11 /
1
2x4"

CHARGE IT

With sleep/snooze controls.

(MOST STORES)

12-1507

FANTASTIC VIDEO GAME BARGAINS!
TV

Scoreboard

by

Radio Shack

SAVE 33%
31
/
2-digit LED display 12
ranges cover AC and DC
volts, DC current, resistance Battery extra 22-199

PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDER
CTR-42 by Realistic

395 17?
Reg.

$9.95

SAVE
40%

SAVE 25%

hockey, tennis,
squash, practice Sepa-

Play target, skeet, hockey.

Play

tennis, squash, singleplayer practice. 60-3061

rate controls 60-3060

AC Adapter U L listed

;
299

29"

39"

11/PORTRAITS IN
,M LIVING COLOR
DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

159"
Reg

Play and record your own
8-track tapes enjoy AM
FM stereo too 14-945

DIGITAL MULTITESTER

2195

The three were charged
Jan. 22 in connection with the
Jan. 20 beating of Steve
Griffin, 21, who reportedly
threw a snowball at a car
driven by one of the players.
Griffin suffered a broken
jaw and told police he had
been beaten with clubs and a
fireplace poker.

$1.95

44 841

Our special formula oxide coating improves high frequency response, signalto-noise ratio, resists breaking and stretching

UK Gridder Bound
Over On Charges

out-of-state clothing suppliers,
contend they are owed near

FOR 2
59

44 840

Reg. 1" Ea.

that apparently were sold but
never resulted in store
openings were purchased by
people in Illinois, North
Dakota and Florida.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
A University of Kentucky
football player was ordered

2

80 MINUTES

FOR

Unitas Throws Incomplete
Pass In Clothing Business

apparently has been thrown
for a loss in the clothing

by Realistic

40 MINUTES

10-DIGIT CALCULATOR

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Johnny Unitas, who starred in
football for the Baltimore
Colts, and before that, the
University of Louisville,

HURRY! IT'S TIME TO STOCK
UP ON BLANK TAPES!

50%

One amendment,introduced
by Reps. Herbie Deskins, DPikeville,-and James Allen,DMartin, would have declared
the coal-producing counties
"free states" not subject to
state taxes.

business.
A joint petition to place the
Johnny Unitas Men's Stores
into involuntary bankruptcy
was filed in U.S. District Court
here this week.
The three petitioners, all

repairs
imother
and
provements. The amendment
failed 46-49.
Rep. Buddy Adams, DBowling Green, who had
planned to try to remove
Clarke's amendment, did not
make the attempt, because, he
said, he determined it was
meaningless.
other
Adams
and

PRESIDENTS
IRTHDAlf

60 3053

Stylish, fun and a real bargain' Works on
batteries or AC Built-in condenser mike
Batteries extra 14-842

495

ON DELIVERY

AM FM STEREO / PHONO COMPACT
Clannette5-44
by Realistic

ELECTRONIC INDOOR/OUTDOOR
THERMOMETER
by Micronta

)195
195

11671,
SAVE CUTv26%
$13
29"
29's

2 - 8 X 10
5 62= 5 X 7
5WWALLETS
in three weeks

NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS

It's electrorucl Just push a button for indoor/outdoor
readings 41
/
2" scale reads Fahrenheit and Centigrade
With remote sensor Requires 9V battery 63-651

bargain' Aux-in lets you
add on later With matching speakers dust cover 13-1168
A musical

HOME BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM

PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE ALARM
by Archer

by Archer s

Reg.SAVE
79"
$10
protection
for
you
and your
Low-cost
home! With hardware 275.474 995

Heavy

Duty Battery for Above 23-007 8"

SAVE 1095
28°AI am No R27.:
Escape danger — detects smoke fastl With
battery 275-453

RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000 STORES AND DEALERS ,ily THE USA AND CANADA

Central Shopping Center

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
That.
Closed Sun.
11 A DIVISION OF TAP4DY cOaPoaknoN

Most items
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
AAA tar Vas
iortiri'Mut
neighborhood

A

A

Radio 1
nook
OVA LAIR

•

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

I'AGE
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West Va. Weekly
Is Last Using
Hand-Set Type
By JULES LOH
AP Special Correspondent .
MARLINTON, W.Va. AP
— "We just try to tell the
history of Pocahontas County
week by week, as the paper
has always done," said Jane
Price Sharp, editor."We don't
crow about the other thing."
The •'other thing," though,
is surely worth crowing about,
or at least noting.

Specials Good

300 Employees Of
Middlesboro Tanning
Walk Off Jobs
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(AP
— About 300 employees of the
Middlesboro Tanning Co. of
Delware Inc. have walked off
their jobs in a contract
dispute.
William R. Ballinger,
president of the employees'
union, Meat Cutters Local 227,
said at union headquarters in
Louisville Wednesday that
workers went on strike after
their contract expired Jan. 31.
The main issue is pay,
Ballinger said. Union and
• cauipisatpie.Nors )1.re 30-25
centX sort on the hoirity;
increase for the next three
years, he 'added. Details of
union demands or company
offers were not disclosed

lee-Tker
Opea
Fn sad Sal. 6-4

hung las bog Is loal Imarkis

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 153-4682 Feb. %real& Fob. 14

WI GLADLY ACCEPT f000 STAMPS

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Choice Of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Chicken of
The Sea

Mrs. Sharp and her
typesetters perch upon high
stools in front of • antique type
cases — upper case above, for
capital letters, lower case
below — and pluck from their
section boxes the ongoing
history of the county, letter by
letter, comma by comma,
space by space, as has been
done at the Times for 97 years.
For a few weeks in 1901, the
year the present shop was
built, Mrs. Sharp's father did
succumb to a newfangled
typesetting device called a
Linotype machine, but he
didn't like it and sent it back.

"We had to get a paper out,"
she said, "so I just stepped in.
We had never missed an issue
and haven't since."
The paper still looks much
as it did in her father's day.
Even its chatty, decorous
prose style is quite the same.
Her father, for instance,
cleaned up vulgarities with
in "D—
dashes, as
Republicans." The present
editor continues the practice.
"I don't see any reason to
change the way it is printed
either," she said, "as long as
we have the type and the
people to set it. At least page
one. I want page one always to
be set by hand."

y
t
i

3104=ococil.1%11.4air1c

The Pocahotas Times, Mrs.
Sharp's weekly, is the last
commercial
remaining
newspaper in the land using
hand-set type.
The scene at the print shop
itself is of another era.

"Daddy wasn't much on
machinery," Mrs. Sharp said.
Neither, obviously, is his
daughter, although she has
been forced to turn to certain
new methods and is quick to
point out that not all the paper
is hand-set, just all of page
one,the important news.
In a corner of that lovely old
print shop, with its smell of ink
and its clutter, its brass galley
trays and stone composing
tables, its typecases labeled
with poems — "10-point
Caslon Openface," "14-point
Stymie Light" — stands a
slick gadget with flashing
bulbs and a plastic keyboard.
It is labeled, egad, "Cornpumatic."
"We've had to go offset,"
the editor said with a sigh.
'That's the way it's done now.
Ads are furnished us for offset, and besides, you can't
even get paper anymore for a
flatbed."
A flatbed press, students,
prints directly from inked lead
type amid a grand commotion
of pulleys and clanks and
groans. Beautiful.
Offset printing relies on
photographically-set type, or
what appears to be type, spat
impersonally out of sterile
boxes with names like
C,ompurnatic. Efficient.
Jane Price Sharp, who is 60,
is the third generation of her
family to publish the Times.
Her grandfather bought it in
1882 when it was 10 years old.
She took it over in 1957 when
her father, Calvin Price, who
had run it for 52 years,
&Tipped dead at his editor's
desk.

At Owen's
The Customers
King

.
COW 3101%1T

RED
POTATOES
19c
With $12.1511Additiooal
Purchase Esc/idiot
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco A Dairy Products
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products
Hyde Pork

CLEANER

with Ammonia 320z. 49'

Old El Paso

TACO SHELLS

slis"
T CHOCOLATE MIX

Old El Paso

Lucky Leaf

REFRIED BEANS

CHERRY PIE FILLING

12 Pk 113

oz $129.

Nabisco

CHIPS AHOY COOKIES

Gal.

— 130z.

5189

Duncan Hines

BROWNIE MIX
Duncan Hines

BLUEBERRY MUFFIN MIX
Welch's Red

Hunt's

GRAPE JUICE
s
TOMATO JUICE

TOMATO

KETCHUP

s
GRAPE JELLY

Libby

Welch

Double Q Pink

Kroft Prepared

SALMON
Sunose Instant

Hormel

COFFEE

CHILLI

Pride of Ill. White Cream Style

CORN

a to

Mussleman's Old Fash.

Rosedale

3/$1
3/$1 POTATOES
69' PUDDING CUPS
59' BEANS tibrr'
7
Vivw79' PUMPKIN

TOMATOES

French's Big Tate Instant

Hunts Mexican

MAN WHICH MIX

15 Oz

49'

Del Mon.

APPLE JUICE
Texsun Unsweetened

Owea's
Bost

Bush's Chilli Hot

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Spray Cleaner

ir*

490z

AltSGA4405
"t1 IVO

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS
THE FINEST MEATS IN TOWN!
Lb

$1I 59

lb.

I Lb Bag Cel o

CARROTS

CHICKEN LEGS

Lb

Grade A Fresh

CHICKEN THIGHS

79'
89C

Bryan I Lb

BACON

Lb

Lb

$1 39

CELERY
Cello Pk.

RADISHES

6 Oz

fiRriNGES

125 Sire Dozen

Wash State, Yellow Delicious

APPLES

,

.010

3-5 Lb Avg Lb

-$119
I

25`
39'
2/29'
99'
49'
99`
Lb

la 36 Size Florida

$1 39

Eckrich No 1 Lb

BEEF & ALL MEAT FRANKS
BEEF _ .
GROUND

25 oz

97.

$1 09

PRODUCE DEPT.

Lean

GROUND CHUCK

SLAB44111
SLICED 'RP'
59c BACON

50119c

Libby Solid Pak

FANTASTICK

Econarn Pach_,

250z,65C

MUSTARD

—
FRESH MUSHROOMS

Cour'1117 Sfand

100 Size Lb

8 Or
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By The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Growers sold 410,325 pounds of
burley tobacco Wednesday at
the three Kentucky markets
still holding sales for an
average of $127.75 per hundred
pounds, up $1.07 from
Tuesday's average, the
Tobacco Market News Service
reported.
Farmers received a total of
$524,194 in Wednesday's sales,
the service said.
The day's auctions brought
the total amount of burley sold
this season in Kentucky to
440,440,448 pounds, which has
brought $580,825,109, an
average of $131.87.
Market by market, growers
at Carrollton sold 96,206
pounds
Wednesday for
$123,373, an average of $128.24
per hundred pounds; sales at
Lexington totaled 199,489
pounds for $254,494, an
average of $127.57, and sales
at Shelbyville totaled 114,630
pounds for $146,327, an
average of $127.65.
CITIZENS Of THE MONTH - Citizens of the month for
Calloway County High School for the month of December are Karol Kemp and Stan Rushing. Miss Kemp, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kemp, is a cheerleader,
Student Council treasurer, class reporter, and is a member of SAE, newspaper staff and Pep Club. The son of Mrs.
Jackie Rushing and Franklin Rushing, Rushing is active in
basketball, baseball, track, cross country, SAE, Pep Club
and FFA.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
checked out of Methodist
Evangelical Hospital in
Louisville Wednesday.
She was admitted Jan. 29
with a bleeding ulcer.
Mrs. Stovall fs expected to
resume her campaign for the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination "within a few
days," a spokesman said.

ONLY 3 WEEKS
LEFT TO USE YOUR
Wtucky Fried Chicken
COUPONS

Witnesses Called In
Crittenden Murder

Thousands of battery explosions occur every year, and
nearly two-thirds of the
resulting inluries involve the
eye. To prevent these
potentially blinding explosions,the Kentucky Sociat7
To Prevent Blindness(KS)
now has a- new safety sticker
which gives drivers easy-tofollow directions on how to
jump-start their cars safely.
The Society recommends
the following procedure:
ATTACHING
BEFORE
THE CABLES- Put out all cigarettes and
flames. A spark can ignite
hydrogen gas from the battery
fluid so don't use matches orlighters to inspect the battery.
- Make sure the cars don't
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Custom decorate
your windows with
beautiful woven
woods. Select from
over 85 elegant
color and pattern
combinations - custom fitted to your
exact dimensions
Add sophisticated
beauty to every
room and save 1/3
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F76-14 whitewall
plus 52 34 F.E.T.
No trade needed

1991teerait
Its.

OUR
PRICE

P:ros tFrat,:.
imam'

H78-14
H78-15
L78-15

$42.00
$42.00
$45.50

$2.76
$2.82
$3.11

Pies
Lead
OUR
end
Lange PRICE F.E.T.
ski tin
iiG73-I5 11
C
1.3.13
$46
H71-15T1.
iSS
C
$3.45
1.711-15 Tl.
C
.$23.59
$63
3.0046.5 TI.
C
$3.24 •
$59
6.75-16.5 11.
$119
0
$3.93
950-15511
$75 _ $4.49
D

C sem Th. SP,irwriro•WIllp•mi COMD,r

Six -rib road -holding tread.
dependable construction, honest
Goodyear quality. Don't miss this
super value.

7

Tracker LT

Choose 8.95-14, 8.50-13, A78-13, or 510-15
bliackwall plus eee to 506 F.E.T. depending
on size No trade needed.

OTHER SIZES Al SIMILAR PRICES

E-T RADIAL
r_7y
ne.KEt.W
.
...,HIE_LiduS,
•- SSupPerO
with today's new patine letter tires
Double-machined fins give oft dazzling
aluminum luSterl Chrome lugs extra.
•

Plus

FIiiTzeed

Size

Wiesen

10-15

OWL

8

$IIS

$4.23

11-15

OWL

B

670

$4.50

aLapuide

PRICE

1711-14 blackrrall
Range C plus $2.70 F.E.T.
and old tire

Size 9-15 Outline White Letter
or 10-15 blackwait pius $4.10
or $4.23 FE 1" and old tire

TRADE-IN BATTERY BUYI
"LOW MAINTENANCE"
Power House Battery

A top-of-the-line battery tttats nearly 'mintsniece-free
rarely seer needs water during
Its long service life. Delivers twice the power
of many new car batteries.

Expert wheel service also available:
Mounting
Balancing
Alignment

SAVE $6.00
Ask for Our
FREE Battery
Power Check

$38"1 $47as svis
,.5 5 14x6 75 15,7 5

I

Regular Price $46.75
Minus Trade $ 6 00
$40.25 Group 22F

Front-End Alignment

Lube & Oil Change

and Free Tire Rotation

PROTECTS MOVING PARTS - HELPS INSURE
QUIET OPERATION.

Includes listed parts and labor no extra charge for air-conditioned
cars. $4 less for electronic ignition
$45.6.1 g_cyl
$34.114 4-cyl.

HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
Parts and additional
services extra if needed
Front wheel drive and
Chavettes excluded

• Chassis lubrication and oo cna0ge • Please call 1c,.
appointment • Includes light t,ucke • Warranted 90
days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes find.

Installation extra
Sale ends March 5

and a protective varnish for
additional durability. The
stickers can be affixed to any
clean, dry surface under the
hood, wrapped around the
jumper cables or kept inside
the car's glove compartment
They are available at 25 cents
for the first sticker and 12
cents for each additional one
from the Kentucky Society to
Prevent Blindness, Box 132.
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
The Kentucky Society is an
affiliate of the National
Society To Prevent Blindness.
the oldest voluntary health
agency nationally engaged in
preventing blindness through
community service programs,
public and professional
education and research.

TRACKER TIRES FOR 4WD PICKUP,VAN OR RV.

ides up to 5 quarts
maior brand 10/30 oil
0.. filter extra If needed

Free!
Our Decorating
Consultant will
assist you in
selection and
coordination.
Our consultant's advice and asststance
will help you achieve a beautiful.
custom look throughout your home'

.

ar•
414 44, 411".elf
g :rgartt
1;lbs
_

good battery and then the
disabled car.
- Remove the cable attached to the engine block and
the booster car's negative
terminal. Then disconnect the
positive cable from both
batteries.
Protective goggles will keep
battery fragments and acid
out of the eyes and should be
worn by anyone working with
car batteries, but if battery
acid gets into the eyes in some
way, immediately flush them
with water for 15 minutes
making certain the eyelids are
held open.
The procedure for safe
jump-starting is printed on 4"
x 8" silver foil stickers which
have a permanent adhesive

A711-13 OWchvall plus $1.63
F.E.T and old tire

Otte i
Type

ourCustom Woven Woods

for emergency starting
directions.
TO
ATTACH
THE
CABLES-- Connect one jumper
cable clamp to the positive
H-) pole of the dead battery.
Clamp the other end of the
same cable to the positive (-4-)
pole of the booster battery.
Avoid touching the clamps to
each other because it might
create a spark.
- Stay at the booster
battery and connect the
second cable to the negative ;) pole. Then clamp the other
end of that cable to the engine
block of the car with the dead
battery - as far away from
the battery as possible.
- Start the car with the

POLYGLAS
SALE!

MORGANFIELD, Ky.(AP)
-4,Defense lawyers called five
witnesses Wednesday, including Bobby Wagoner and
Donnie Halyard, in their
Union Circuit Court trial for
the rape and murder of a 20year-old
convenience-store
clerk last August in Crittenden
Courity.
Ntither defendant denied
statements they gave police at
the time of their arrest. They
were apphrehended Aug. 24,
the same day the body of
Jeanine Pyse of Marion was
found on a rural Crittenden
County road. She had been
raped and shot.
.But Wagoner, 18, testified
that the victim had volunteered to have sexual relations
with him and Halyard, and
that Hillyard, 17, had shot her.
Hillyard did not dispute
Wagoner's testimony. One of
Hillyard's lawyers said his
defense is based on a plea of
insanity.
Both of the men are from
Marion.
Medical and psychiatric
authorities are expected to
testify for both the defense
and prosecution oriThursday.
The case is expected to go to
the jury sometime late
Thursday.
The trial has been moved tc
Union County because of
publicity.

Save1/3on

touch each other. Set both
cars' parking brakes and
automatic shifts to park
manual transmissions should
be left in neutral), and turn
the ignition off.
- If removable,take off the
battery caps and add water if
fluid in the dead battery is
low Check for ice in the
battery fluid. Never attempt
to jump start a frozen battery,
Replace the caps and cover
with a cloth.
- Do not jump-start unless
both batteries are. the same
voltage. American cars have
either 12-volt
batteries
(usually with six filler ports)
or 6-volt (with three ports).
Owners of foreign cars should
check their operating manuals

Just Say Charge It

• Inspect and rOtalt• all lour tires • Set caster. camber,
and toe-in to proper alignment • Inspect Suspension
and steering systems • Most U S cars, some imports
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 mil,, whichever cornea first

Cf=iga. Goodyear
Revolving
m Charge Account

HELPS INSURE QUICK COLD WEATHER STARTS
• Electronic engine, charging, and starting systems analysis • Install new points, plugs. condenser, rotor • Set
dwell and timing • Adfust carburetor • Includes Oatsun.
Toyota, VW, and light trucks
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever cornea first

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy: Our Own Customer Credit
Plan • Master Charge • Visa • American Express Card • Carte
Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

Confidence Starts Here

Stars Moors: 7:30 a.m. anti' MN p.m. Sally - *pea Friday Vatil SAM p.m.
•

FA(.':
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AGO Says Coroner Must Sign

Murra Home
& Auto

Certificate Even If Unsure
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The attorney general's office
has said in an advisory opinion
that a county coroner must
sign a death certificate even if
he is not satisfied about all the
circumstances of the case.
The opinion was sent to
Christian County Coroner
Alan Beard in connection with
a query he made about the
death of a young woman,
apparently a Trigg County
resident.
Skeletal remains were found
in a burning automobile last
Oct. 5 on Interstate 24 in
Christian County, and Beard
said positive identification
was impossible by sight,

Airman Lindsay
Graduates From
Basic At Lackland
SAN ANTONIO, Texas —
Airman Cash M. Lindsay, son
of Mrs. Mary B. Lindsay of
2059 Hickory Lane, Ankeny,
'Iowa, has graduated at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, from Air Force basic
training.
The airman, who is
remaining at Lackland for
specialized training in the

Airman Casb Lindsay
security police field, studied
the Air Force mission,
organization and customs and
received special instruction in
human relations. Completion
of this training earned the
individual credits toward an
associate in applied science
degree through the Cornmunity College of the Air
Force.
Airman Lindsay attended
Murray High School. His wife,
Rita, is the daughter of Mrs.
Mourean George of 727 N.
Fourth. Murray. The airman's
father, William D. Lindsay,
. resides on Rural Route 2,
Mason City,Iowa.

fingerprints, dental records or Education is trying to deal
any known or accepted with "such onerous problems
method.
as absenteeism and truancy."
An autopsy revealed only He urged Bickel and his group
that the skeleton was that of a to contact the division for a
young adult female.
discussion of the matter.
Beard said an investigation
indicated the car belonged to
Carol Ann Emerson of Cadiz
and that evidence showed she
was in the vehicle alone the
night it was found on fire. The
coroner said the husband of Seven new members will be
Mrs. Emerson believed the Initiated into
the Murray State
deceased was his wife.
University chapter of Phi
Beard said he received a Delta Kappa international
death certificate for his professional fraternity for
signature, which would certify men and women in education
that Mrs. Emerson was the on Monday, Feb. 12.
victim, but since he could not
The initiation meeting is
make positive identification, scheduled
at 3:30 p.m. in
he did not sign it. He wanted to Room S204
of the Applied
know if he had acted Science Building.
It will be
correctly.
followed by a dinner meeting
Assistant Attorney General at 5:30 p.m. in Winslow
Thomas Emerson cited a Cafeteria.
statute which requires the
Members to be initiated
coroner to certify any violent are:
Dr. Adolph Krizan, Dr.
death that occurs without the Patsy
Nichols, Irma Collins,
attendance of a physician.
Dr. Dianne O'Brien, and Dr.
'•...There will be some inLochie Overbey-Christopher,
stances where a conclusive
all of Murray, and Aaron E.
answer cannot be obtained
11eals and Glenn E. Dexter,
( but) the terms of the statute
both of Paducah.
must be followed utilizing the
Members will be the guests
evidence, opinions and other
of Murray State at the
information available to
basketball game that evening
arrive at the most logical
between the Racers and
conclusion
possible," Eastern Kentucky University.
Emerson said.
Organized to promote the
He said he could appreciate
ideals of leadership, research,
Beard's concern about the
and service, Phi Delta Kappa
lack of positive identification
is the largest organization of
and his desire to be absolutely
its kind in the world.
accurate in conclusions.
The chapter at Murray
"However, it is our opinion
State, which was chartered in
that you as the coroner must
1969, is headed by Dr. S. M.
sign the certificate as the
Matarazzo as president. The
situation you have set forth
members will bring the
new
coastitutes a coroner's case,"
membership
total
to 150.
the legal official said Wednesday. --_
"Absolute accuracy in your---'TRODDEN PATHS'
The Indians had a superb
findings, while certainly
faculty
for establishing the
desired, is not required by
statute and cannot always be best possible routes by which
to travel. The Colonists were
attained."
In another opinion, the wise to make use of the native
attorney general's office said trails, which they caled
a school system's policy of "traces and trodden paths."
flunking a student for a cer- Won't you join with the
tain number of absences is Daughters of the American
Revolution and observe
unconstitutional.
February
as American
The advice was sent to
Frank Bickel of the Jefferson History Month.
County Education Consortium.
Bickel said a school system,
which he did not identify, has
a policy of failing any pupil
accumulating 10 absences in a
given class in 12 weeks —
presumably including excused
absences.
FILM, FLASI CUES,
Although Assistant Attorney
CAMERAS,FUMES,
General Robert Chenoweth
Artoraft Studios
said the rule is arbitrary, he
1165.. 1215 - 7534933
pointed out that a new division
,
ftrian At Mow Ree
in the state Department of

Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky.

Phone
753-2511

1'
"L
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Phi Delta Kappa
To Initiate Seven
New Members
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For
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Cars
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deep fryer
Cooks 1 to 2 servings of
french fries, etc. Non-stick
coating. FBD-1
Fry Daddy. FDF-1
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Special

$350

PIPE
WRENCHES
toast 'n broil
TOAST-R-OVENT"

85°

mow Ta
• Automatic oven tor baking rolls,
biscuits potatoes. casseroles.
Saves energy
Broils hamburgers, steak, hot
clogs, chicken, Seafood
Automatic slice toaster toasts
both sides at once shuts on when
toast is ready
Automatic Top Brown feature foe
netting. crisping or toasting lust
the took rir Minds

41"

SALE
PRICED

DO-IT-YOURSELF

*Installs safely inside, in any weather
.Easy to do.. less than I*2 hour
*Rigid plastic.. clear as glass
*Fits most windows
*Easy to remove,snaps in, snaps out
*Keeps out drafts, soot and dust
*Easy to paint or stain

MICROWARE®
OVENWARE

1

A storm
window
that
Installs
inside
your
home.

3 99
384
384
384

*-
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44tics..

Shaves Faster-Closer-With Far More Comfort
• 36 Self-Sharoening rotary steel blades.
Recognized world wide as the very finest.

688

Sale
Price

'
ce

55°. more cutting action, follows contours of
cheeks new 20 shaving NW angle Moustache &
Sideburn trimmer works on all current worldwide
new silver and black styling

Lowest

Price
We've Seen

I.

EASY-ON
STORM WINDOW KIT

Incl. 36 x 72-in, transparent plastic sheet, 18 ft. of
fiber moulding,35 nails.02/E736

55c

How big is a"large"loan?
Try one of ours for size.
$2,300

*WM
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$3,500 $ 0041 60 $842460 1680%
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UTILITY BOX
Organize Your workshop with this steel cabinet oontaining fifteen uniform plaql, /rimers. 6 inches x 12 inches x 534 inches.
CK3/U15
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to take
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& Auto's
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Heavy duty—alloy tool
steel jaws. Replaceable low
er jaw. 10"aid 14"
P14104

Snow
Shovels

Roast Reck
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BOOM loch
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#TTF - 100

'roes from freezer to microwave oven.
Dishwasher safe. Use it in conventional
ovens,too.05/PM479/59/69/47/TI

One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan,,so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
of reasons.
And we lend really big amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the difference between how
much your house is worth, and how
nvichyou still owe on it.
-"Iffclu're looking Tor Mein,
take a close k)ok at our chart.
You'll see we carry your size.

p

Master

MECHANIC,.
PROPANE TORCH
Instant, infinite flame control,
clog-proof burner tip. 26.741. oz.
propane tank 03/MM555-65
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State Senate Is Ready
To Vote On Limit On
Property Tax Increases
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
;The Kentucky Senate is ready
to vote on a proposal to Unlit
property tax increases with a
committee recommendation
to retain a 4 percent ceiling
approved by the House.
The Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee
Wednesday
reported
favorably an amended version
of a House bill and the
., measure is expected to come
4: up for a floor vote Friday.
• The bill would limit increases in property tax
revenue to local governments
by 4 percent over the previous
year.
. There had been strong
initial sentiment in the Senate
for making the limit 5 percent,
but the committee refused to
go along with changing the
ceiling.
Sen. Robert Martin, 1)Richmond,said later he would
introduce a floor amendment
to raise the limit to 5 percent
and said he felt it had a good
chance of passage.
However, Senate President
Pro Tern Joe Prather, 1)-Vine
Grove, also a member of the
- Appropriations and Revenue
, Committee, said he felt the,
Senate would be against
raising the ceiling in light of
the amendments already
added.
"I feel the amendments,
especially the one changing
the calculation of the compensating rate, liberalize the
bill somewhat," Prather said.
Prather was referring to an
amendment sponsored by Sen.
Ed O'Daniel, ID-Springfield,
that bases the "compensating
tax rate" used to figure the
allowable tax revenue on both
personal and real property

instead of only real property.
O'Daniel said that without
the amendment,the bill would
eventually shift the burden of
taxation from
personal
property such as motor
vehicles,
mining
coal
equipment
and
stored
whiskey, to real estate.
Depending
upon
the
proportion of real versus
personal property, a local
government could get a higher
tax rate than under the
original bill.
Prather said he felt there
was a good chance at reaching
a compromise with the House
by Saturday if the Senate
agrees to the 4 percent ceiling.
The House would have to
concur in any Senate amendments to its bill.
Another amendment approved by the committee
provides that when farm land
is subdivided for residential
houses, the former Value of
the farm land would be
deducted from the total
assessed value in figuring the
ceiling.
Another amendment would
aid some local school districts
which have not levied the
maximum tax rate they are
allowed under the rollback
law.
School officials said the
districts would be permanently banned from going
to the maximum rate under
the bill. The amendment
would allow them to increase
their rates to the maximum in
future years for -voterapproved building and general
taxes.
Martin was successful in
getting an amendment to
allow school districts to hold a
referendum election to approve any increases about 4
percent at anytime instead of
only in the next general
election.

Kentuckians Step Closer To Not
Having To Pay Tax On Utilities

NORTH BEE CONTESTANTS — Calloway County Educitors Association just
finished
a Spelling Bee to pick a student to represent the district in the
National Educational
Association Spelling Contest. Each of the three elementary schools, North, East and
Southwest, had five students from various grades representing them.
Representing
North were (from left to right) Jeff Harris, Roger Tucker, Rema Peeler, Marc% Ford and
Gwen Bailey. The winner of the contest was from Southwest. Second
place went to
East and third place went to Roger Tucker from North. The winner of the contest will
go to Pachicah to represent the Calloway County district in the N EA
Spelling Bee.

Town DOesn't Want Loretta LynnjLouisville Contractor
Scene Of Motion Picture Fine('Struck, Killed By Car
backed the sales tax removal

BLACKEY, Ky. (AP) —
This eastern Kentucky town
has been chosen for filming of
a scene in a movie about
country music singer Loretta
Lynn, but the city council and
some residents, far from
being stagestruck, are opposed to the idea.
About 25 of Blackey's 200
residents attended a council
meeting Tuesday night, after
which movie production
manager Woodrow Worsley
said he was "flabbergasted
that the peopte don't seem to
want us."
Opponents are wrong in

Conn Says Atkins' Charge
-Of Reshuffling Is 'Ludicrous'
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Human Resources Secretary
Peat Conn says it is ludricous
for state Auditor George
Atkins to charge that a
proposed reshuffling of three
northern Kentucky counties in
health administration is
politically motivated.
The issue involves Gov.
Julian Carroll's plan to place
Boone, Kenton and Campbell
counties in the East Kentucky
Health Services Area. They
presently are in the Central
Ohio River Valley Authority
system.
Atkins,
an
antiadministration candidate for
the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, said in a speech

at Covington last week that
the counties should be left in
the Cincinnati area.
But Conn said at the time
the redesignation was filed, all
three county judges "were
urging us to take such action."
Atkins had said it is not
practical for northern Kentuckians to drive two hours to
be heard or treated.
However, Conn said the
distance to Winchester —
where the East Kentucky HSA
office is located — is a false
concern.
"It ignores the fact that
under Kentucky's health
planning system, the basic
work is conducted at the sub-area (Area Development
District) level," Conn said.
Conn said the main difference is that much work that
had been forwarded to Frank-

Walter W.Jones, M.D.
is proud to announce the
relocation of his office
to the

Medical Arts Building
300So.8th St.
1st Floor - Suite 104
Board Certified Ophthalmologist
"Fellow American Academy of Ophthalmology"

753-0374
By Appointment

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentuckians are one more
step closer to not having to
pay the 5 percent state sales
tax on home utility bills.
The Senate Wednesday
approved a House bill to
remove the levy, although the
measure must go back to the
House for approval in some
Senate amendments.
The Senate also passed a
House measure to create a
separate board to operate the
Kentucky Horse Park, despite
the opposition of several
senators.
The utility tax bill was
amended to clarify that
resident& of mobile home
parks would qualify for the
exemption.
Three other technical
amendments were also approved, although the Senate
defeated a proposed amendment to allow the exemption
on some apartment buildings.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
who had unsuccessfully

fort would be sent to Winchester instead for coordination with the rest of the
eastern half of Kentucky.
The work of both health
agency systems then will be
coordinated by the new
Statewide Health Planning
Council, Conn said.
The human resources
secretary cited a letter from
the three county judges in 1976
declaring #that all eight
counties of the Northern
Kentucky Area Development
District should be part of the
east Kentucky agency.
"Gov. Carroll agreed then
and agrees now with this
concern," Conn said. "...The
people in the eight counties in
northern Kentucky will not be
well served by being split into
two sub-area
councils,
relating to two separate
(systems), in two different
states serviced by two different (health councils)."
Conn said that for years
northern Kentucky leaders
have been complaining that
state government does not
know the region is part of
Kentucky.
"We do not consider Boone,
Campbell and Kenton counties
to be part of Ohio, but part of
Kentucky and part of the
Northern Kentucky Area
Development District," he
said.
"It is unfortunate that a few
people have attempted to
confuse the issue and have
made our request for
redesignation in northern
Kentucky a political issue."
Atkins pledged that if
elected governor, the three
counties would stay within the
Cincinnati base.

during the 1978 regular session
and sponsored a similar bill
that passed the Senate earlier
this special session, said the
removal was as important as
the 1972 elimination of the
sales tax on laid.
"Utilities are as necessary
to our way of life as food is to
our bodies," Ford said.
While the measure was
passed unanimously 36-0, Sen.
Ken Gibson, D-Madisonville,
warned, -In many ways it
doesn't help those who need it
the most."
Gibson said that persons
with large utility bills, and
thus the recipients of the
biggest tax breaks, are
generally the people who can
afford to pay them. He said
poorer people with smaller
utility bills will not get a
significant savings.
Sen. Don Johnson, D-Ft.
Thomas, echoed Gibson's
sentiments. "We should note
that the tax relief our constituients are expecting is
illusory at best."
The Horse Park bill had
appeared in trouble Tuesday,
but overnight lobbying by the
Carroll Administration won
enough backers for the
measure to pass 21-13.
The measure was amended;
and will have to go back to the
House for concurrence. One
amendment would expand the
board that will govern the'
park's operation from 15 to 16,
with an additional member
added from the Kentiaky
Horse Council, and would
make the effective'date of the
changeover July 1.
Another amendment would

10% OFF
BLOWN-IN ATTIC

;ISOLATION
COMPLETELY INSTALLED
For FREE ESTIMATE
at your convenience

thinking the film will Ted Bates, a coal miner. "I'm
LOUISVILLE, Ky. CAP) —
resurrect unflattering eastern proud that it looks like 1947 Gaines P.
diol 7S3-2310
Wilson Jr., a
Kentucky stereotypes, he and doesn't have all the Louisville
contractor who
Offer expires 2/28/79
said.
skyscrapers and what not. I'd owns the Fairgrounds Golf
"We're making a movie be tickled to death to go out in Center, was
struck and killed
about a Kentucky woman and New York and say, 'There's by a car
Wednesday night on
nothing said in the movie is in Blackey on the screen'."
Interstate 264 (Watterson
SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO
any way not complimentary to
One resident who said he Expressway),city police said.
anyone," Worsley said.
was offered $150 for use of his
Officers said Wilson;54, was
S.12th
Miss Lynn is a Johnson house in the movie said the crossing the expressway
when
Murray, Ky.
County native, but Blackey, in council was interfering with he was hit by an
eastbound
Letcher County, was chosen
his property rights.
car. The Jefferson County
for filming of a three-minute
Worsley said a street scene coroner's office said Wilson
scene because there are no is to be filmed here, in which 'died at the scene of
multiple
mobile homes on its main
Miss Lynn, played by Sissy injuries.
street and it resembles a Spacek, emerges from a
No charges were filed
mountain town of 1947, he doctor's office after learning against the driver of the car.
•Portraits.Weddings.Frames
said.
she is pregnant.
Wi4son was a Democratic
"The director fell in love
Her husband, who has left nominee for the U.S. Senate in
with it," Worsley said.
her, is driving by in a Jeep, 1966. He ran for secretary of
Opponents of the proposed
Worsley said. She corrals him state in 1967 and Jefferson
filming say it will not help the and they get back together.
County clerk in 1969.
town.
The movie will be completed
Wilson was treasurer of a
Blackey is about 30 to 35 whether Blackey is used or campaign committee in 1969
753-0035
118 So.12th
miles northwest of Oven Fork, not, Worsley said, adding, for former Jefferson County
Ky., where 26 men were killed "We'll find another place."
Judge Todd Hollenbach.
in 1976 in the Scotia mine
explosions.
-What's Blackey going to
get out it?" said council
member Mike Dixon.' And for
that matter, what has Loretta
Lynn done to solve our
problems, like black lung?
Her story is not typical of life
here in the mountains."
Another council meinber,
Mrs. Jean Banks, said one •
resident has objected to
having his house appear in the
film.
,"This man is an invalid who
doesn't have too many years
left and his wife is bedridden,"
she said. "He doesn't want to
be degraded and he said he
doesn't know what he'll do if
they put his home in the
movie."
But not all residents are
opposed to the filming.
Mrs. Jean Bailey said she
grew up in Blackey and
Eff. Annual Yield if Paid Annually
Edit
remembered what it was like
5.653
90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity. S100 minimum
5'2%
in 1947.
6.183
One year or two years maturity, 21,000 minimum
1%
"Blackey was in a lot better
6.715
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
1/
1
2%
shape then than it is today,
7.518
4 years maturity, $1,000 minimum
7'4%
she said. "The town was
7.781
completely different, so I
71/2%
6 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
don't see how it's going to hurt
8.051
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
7%%
anyone."
"I'm proud as hell there are
9.307°4
Effective 2-8-79 thro 2-14-79 Money Market Certificates
no mobile homes here," added
New rates established weekly
Six months, $10,000 minimum

Sears

One Day Film Processing

Artcraft
Photography

Our business is
your business

Saving,s Programs
Available at Maximum
Rates Allowed By Banking Law.

BE PREPARED
PRETORIA, South Africa
(AP) — Some 25 women in
South Africa attended the first
lecture in a series on how to
behave in an emergency at the
work place.
Presented by the National
and
'Development
Management Foundation in
Pretoria, the program teaches
women how to handle robbers,
blackmailers, fire, riots and
bomb threats in protecting
themselves and their firms,

' Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered mast be ro-unites willies fee days alter libe maturity of the existing
Certificate.

PENALTY FOR WITHDRAWAL PRIOR TO MATILRITY OF A TIME DEPOSIT
As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973, you may not withdraw all or any. part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.
Al such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.
The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the dale of the deposit, whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount
requested by the depositor to be withdrawn.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS--REAL ESTATE-1U E. 12TII FT., SENIOR

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Nurnber To Call
.44w •

provide that one member of
the board represent the
Kentucky Appaloosa Horse
Association.
The $32 million park, near
Lexington in the Bluegrass
region, began full operation
last fall and is currently
operated by the state
Department of Parks.
Parks Commissioner Bruce
Montgomery has backed the
separate board proposal,
which is similar to the way the
State Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville is
operated.
Sen. Delbert Murphy„ IDOwensboro, said the unique
nature of the park requires
expertise in management that
can only be obtained through
the private board.
But several senators said
they have seen no need for the
board and that the matter
could at least wait until the
1980 General Assembly.

753411011
0tBrxw' ,
4

Bank of
Murra
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE 759-4600

2. NOTICIR

. 2. NOTICE

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Auction Sae

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 753
1916 and 753-1917

Every Friary Iliget, 441 Aachen Neese Perk,

Weather permitting
will have another pick
up load from St. Louis.
Glass, dishes, antique
furniture, modern furniture, odds and ends
of all kinds.
Jared E. Travis
No. rsr, Auctioned
z

CROSSWQRD PUZZLER
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3 Recent
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
N1 Skin ailment
4 Printer's
measure
• 5 Tease
:‘8 Charts
5 Pardon
6 Wolfhound
Pronoun
7 Needlefish
13 Guido's high
8 Pronoun
note
9 Beverage
94 Verve
10 Side by side
45 Ordinance
.
11 Catch
6 Sting
16 Skewer
18 Eon
17 Large casks
9 Negative
••• prefix
20 Rational
22 Sun god
Twirl
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26 Turf
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•
27 Swift
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46 Sea eagle
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39 King of
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

WLSON
INSURANCE
FEAL ESTATE

302 N. 12th St.
753-3213 Anytime
Glades Jeffery is aim of
Mated anti Moen leseredo
• Red Estate. id soy reel
octets odds cell Charles of
474-2337.
Ono of the neetut odor
homes being offered for We
St this thee. Oe area doable
cored It as
If yew ere tired of try* to
the s deco to nod, achy net
let es lei yee ties 2 bedroom
hone see mit mit of Nordic

•

FOUND: ONE set of 4 keys
a "Cancer" (zodiac)
keychain. Inquire at the
Murry Ledger and Times.
LOST, SOLID white setter
bird dog. Reward, $100. Dan
Shipley, 753-2878.

on

Swimming
Pools

Missing since Monday Jan. 22, vicinity

Wester. Ky. Pouts

Acres,
Fairview
male dog - stands
knee-high, wt. approx. 60 lbs. long
haired, reddish
color,
blonde
beige
wearing
collar. Very friendly. Childs pet.
Reward. If you have
know
or
seen
whereabouts of this
dog, please call
753-7116 or 7537531.

Paducah, Ky.

vcsee.

"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
Power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759,
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP-AM,Sundays at 12:30

Alex McLeod
Worley Wiltaril
Carlos Jeffery
FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in_ee
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
donations
tributions
and
when needed for tax pur.
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.

-FOR SALE
'dishWhits portable.
washer made by Roper
is good coadition,
$150. Call 153-5322 af1 ter 4:00 p.m.

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

LOST: AMATEUR
radio
walkie talkie. Tempo, slant
bar, FMH, model number
KP 202, serial number DE•
5160. Blue case, black rubber
antenna. Turn into M.S.U.
security or call 753-7356
Reward offered.
5100 REWARD! LOST: one
solid
black
Labrador
Retriever, Lakeway Shore
and Croppy Hollow area. Has
been missing since Monday.
Call 753 1362, days, 436-5380
nights
6. HELP WANTED
COOK AND cashier, day and
evening shift. Apply in
person at Kentucky Fried
ehicrtql7T113-SVedrilere

Starks IIardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Wecich ngs
•Portroits

153-8291
SEE THE new Monitor fifth
wheel, travel trailer by
Rambler
Holiday
Arrowhead Camper Sales.
Hwy 80 E. Mayfield, KY. 247
8187.
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Naomi
Creech wish to express Lour
deep appreciation to Dr.
Russell Howard and the staff
of the Murray Hospital, 10
the friends and neighbors of
New
Concord, especially
Rev. Davis. We thank an of
you for your kindness. The
Creech Family.

PUNKT

EVEW Dk( WHEN I WALK
- • TO SCHOOL,I MEET 11415
•" STRANGE CREXIURE...

THAT'S Mq BROTHER'S
006...1HE5 WEIRD...

lammodiato
SEASONAL
ElliINEERINS
NELPEAS
$451/mo.
at
Vacancies
Murray,
Wickliffe,
Kuttawa, Mayfield,
Lone Oak, Reidland
and Lake City. Will
terminate approximately October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at
the Bureau of Highways' District Office
at Reidland.
An
equal
opemployer
portunity
MFH

iJ

442-9747

Coeurtry Lida,
baoy the privery he aware
Ruda a this amble wide.
Completely foraishod sod
reedy to occupy. /Adds heed
fer ally
se 5 acres of and
523,0011.

HOMEWORKERS! EARN
big SSS stuffing envelopes.
Free details Write SayCo,
824 IN Augusta, Elgin, IL.
60120.
MORNING HELP wanted, 6
am to 10 am. Apply in person_
Dixie Cream Donut Shop,
1006 Chestnut.

-Coff a FOUND
s.

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
day
before
the
publication.

4OUR BROTHER acyri.41.
OR 1415 POE

••
•

NAM

I N1U5T BE
IESELOvi

iimodkao Oasideas for
DIGINIERING
TECHNOLOGISTS
• Chinaman, Instrumentman,
I evelman,and Rodman
$11624951/rno.
Positions in Kuttawa, Lake
City, Lone Oak, Mayfield,
Murray and Wickliffe.
requirements:
Minimum
Bachelors degree. in Engr.
Engr.
Technology,
Mechanics, or Engr. Science;
or Bachelors degree in
Geology, Industrial Drafting,
or Design Technology; or
is‘ociate degree in Engr
Tech . Industrial Drafting,
Design Tech., or Industrial
Tech. plus two years of engr.
or engr tech. experience; or
high school graduate I or the
equivalent with five years of
engr. or engr tech. experience.
Minimum Requirements for
Instrument Man, Levelman
Rodman and Chal(MIMI '
High School or equivalent
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying experience
above education requirement
From 475.00 to 710.00 monthly.
Excellent fringe benefits.
Contact the Bureau of Highways' District Office, Kentucky Dam Road,at Reidland
An Equal Opportunity EmPlayer WPM

Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
th

FOR SALE: Twin size
conmattress, excellent
dition. Call 753-2911.
17 FOOT FROST free Philco
refrigerator, excellent
condition, will deliver within
AMYL
city limits. 753-0891.
GREEN SOFA and swivel
SOMEONE TO care for
rocker, red chair, floral
elderly lady, days or live-in.
lamp, excellent
chair,
753-1841 or 753-3911.
condition, call 489-2340.
SALES, ASSOCIATE Editor,
CUBIC foot,
G.E., 18
sports minded. Needed at
• refrigerator with ice maker,
for
established
once
call
week,
Good Year,
$7 per
company.
publishing
WAC,753-0595.
Previous experience in inLIKE NEW, green Sears
surance, direct sales, public
dryer. 3 years old, $100. Call
relations or will train. Must
437-4155.
be able to follow instruction,
work with a minimum of
TWO BEAUTIFUL love
supervision, be bondable. A
seats, 2 bedside tables, 4
prestige spot in your comdrawer maple desk and one
munity. Potential to $20,000
chest of drawers. Call 753
first year. For personal
4862 after 5 pm.
Interview write K.A.P.I.,
19. FARM EQUIP.
P.O. Box 12061, Lexington,
FARM TRACTOR. 870 case,
KY 40580.
1970 model, less than 2000
hours, 18.4X34 tires on back
ATTENTION LADIES
and 10.100x16 on front tires.
540 and 1000 PTO. (901) 782ATTENTION MEN
5831, Cottage Grove, TN.
If you are a person
22. MUSICAL
with limited opORGAN
BALDWIN
portunities in your
fun
has
repossessed
payments.
Low
machine.
present
occupation.
financing.
factory
Baldwin
You can sell and serLonardo Piano Co., across
vice an Agency with
Warehouse
from Post office, Paris, TN,
Lincoln Income Life
geinSi pace
StoraM
PIANO
BALDWIN
Insurance Co. and
Low
respossessed.
nt
4e758
r-R
F o3
75
have the opportunity
payments. Baldwin factory
financing. Lonardo Piano
for above average
Co., across from POtt °Weir-compensation
and
Paris, TN.
FIVE OFFICES located 703S
good fringe benefits
23.EXTERMINATING
4th Street, next to Black's
program. No ExDecorating Center. See
perience necessary.
Carlos Black, Jr. or call 75314139 or 753-5287.
Call:
Jo Wil
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
414
iaafill
LARGE ROUND BALES of
5022
good hay loaded on your
An Equal Opportunity Emtruck. Call 247-2889.
ployer
SCRAP CANDY and nuts for
\
barn yard animal feed, 10
WANTED - SOMEONE to
cents per pound, cash and
containers.
bring
babysit in my home, 7 am to
carry,
Kentucky Candy Co., Almo
3:30 pm. Call 753-5476.
753-4953.
house,
school
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
RELIABLE LADY wants
job.
cleaning
weekly
FIREWOOD FOR sale, oak
References. Call 753-7450.
and hickory, $17.50 and up,
cutting near New Concord.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
Call 437-4228.
C & J ASSOCIATES rapidly
INSTANT STACK ,shelving:
expanding in Murray area.
as many as you need for
Need married couples for
commercial
Or
home
part time business. Multidog
professional
storage. Come by and see at
helpful.
marketing
level
or call 753Street,
4th
S
405
low
year,
10,060•15,000 first
grooming, 401 N. 10th
7668 days, or 753-2394 nights.
investment, high return. Call
St.,
Mr. Allen between 9: 30 and
POTTERS WHEEL, Leach
11:30 only, 759-4878.
type, side treadle, kick
wheel, mahgany frame, 14"
HELP WANTED, for 2
aluminum head, $200 436representatives to represent
5610.
large Kentucky Corporation.
REPOSSE„SECI STEREO,
WHITE
REGISTERED
We have been located in your
small monthly payments.
Husky, $75. Registered
area for more than thirty
753-7575
call 753$75,
French
Poodle,
21,
age
years.
Over
8333 after 5 pm.
SNOW TIRES, four 10 16.5,6
high
school
minimum
lug Chevrolet wheels, $100
41. PUBLIC SALES
graduate, three month initial
Call 753 6966 8 am to 5 pm.
No
training
program.
'GARAGE SALE. Friday and
overnight travel. If you feel
WOOD FOR sale. 436-2758
Saturday. We have furniture,
you qualify, call 247.6867,
dishes, Fiesta-ware, prints,
26. TV-RADIO
Mayfield, Monday through
and lots of odds-end-ends. 4
FOR SALE: color t.v., 25
Friday,8 30 am to.I pm.
•
miles east of Murray on 94
inch, call 753,3672.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
solid state
INCH
19
G.E.
REAL
43.
ESTATE
chances for advancement,
color t.v., $6 per week, WAC.
must be willing to relocate.
Call Good Year,753-0595.
Apply in Shoe Department of
Lets of Rated Won en disc
27. MOB.HOME SALES
Big K.
hose rite Its of nom he I
2
60',
X
12'
LAWRENCE,
1975
12. INSURANCE
14. amertry? Let.. dew) yoe
bedroom, all electric, ex114.3d4001tedoelli
cellent condition, $4500. Call
we Is off Ni he whale
753.2316 after 5 pm.
"How'd I get that storm
.damage repaired so qukklyr
asides of Sy. Lake he Ka
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
12' X 70', 2 bath, central heat
LE. Rico wooded 1.• with
'
and air. Call 753-4466 or 753
Wes umlauts* senelde for
2771.
sail shop. Priced at $25,0011.
1975 12' X 60', ALL ELEC
TRIC mobile home. Large
air conditioner, enclosed
Call 492-8511.
28. MOB,HOME RENTS
BEDROOM
THREE, 2
trailers, 753-0957
INSURAIKI
TRAILER FOR rent. Dill's
located
court,
Trailer
Murray Drive Inn theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill.

YOUR MOUTH
AROUND IT

IMFFA
g

1-8

PURCHASE PRINTERS is
beginning a second shift.
color
strippers,
Need
Heidelberg K line operator
and 2 color loader-helper
only need
Experienced
apply. Salary commensurate
Call for
experience.
with
Paducah, (502)
interview
442-6163. An equal op
portunity employer.

a

BLUME

PLEASE INFORM MR WOOOLEY
THAT MR. BumSTEAD i5
140T AT HOME AND
JUST TO LEAvE.
HIS CARD

OH, BOY! Thi IS
SNOW IS PERPE.c-rMOIR SNOWBALLS!

r

"I've gat

the Shield!"

.4... Th.

Ronnie Ross
Danny Ross

JOI SHOP
MACHINIST
New shop moving to
Mayfield top pay, paid
holidays, paid inand
surance
vacations, also
retirement plan. Apply at Unemployment
Office, Mayfield, Ky.

210 E Main
Phone 753-0489

Warm me

TIN PlIANT011

The older the house, the harder it is to heat. And even if
your house is only a few years old, you could be wasting
a lot of energy and dollars because of inadequate insulation

We are ow eritieg latereece
as ottello head, with 3 INforeet cowponies. For beat
rotes ceded Wilson
wads he Rod Eddie, 302
N. 1214 - 753-3243.

Let Us Save You Money
Call

a,

Ladies' and Children's
I'vE SEEN ASKED TO
ATTEND THE COUNCIL
OF CHIEF5. IF ANY A
/AESSAC3E6

Shoes and Boots

HIS .RE X. 440ST
ESPECIAL LY!
REACH iHE ESY
TALK IN/3 DRUMS.

ISESE.AGE
FOR
PHANIcw
-..111111

...ESPECIALLY
FROV1 VONA

Nationally Advertised Brands

2

1 SALE

The Shoe Shack
106 N. 4th

.J

Jackson Purchase
Insulation
We

specialize in both
fiberglass 11 cellulose.
759-1820
247-8986 Collect

Klen Pro
Professional Cleaning

FOR
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Feb. 8.10 Only
CEt.

cold rooms?

Insulate to save dollars.

SA VE
g.

9

1

759-4140

Ringle Express Inc.
needs operators with
Cab over Tandem
tractors. Steady work,
Company paid help,
Welfare and pension
benefits. Call collect
309-762-7700.

BUT I 1:261\l'T
KNOW HOW
YOU'LL GET

made
Ap-

or

SUDSBURY
PARK

OWNER-OPERATOR

BEETLE BAILEY
I WANT A TRIPLE. DECKER HAMBURGER
WITH LOTS OF ONION,
LETTUCE AN D TOMATO

y, So
e
Used Furniture
pliances

21I. MOS.HOME RENTS
- TWO BEDROOM furnished
mobile home on '/2 acre
private lot, central heat and
air, $120 per month, plus
deposit Call 753 3534 after 5
pm.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas neat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
or house, reasonable with
character, Murray - Hardin
area and toward Kentucky
lake, sought by single man in
late 30's with full time per.
manent job. Call 924-5602
extension 218, 7 am to 4 pm or
6 pm to 11 pm, and ask for
Mr_ Ellsworth.
WANT TO RENT: Young
man would like a small
apartment which is clean
and quiet. Call 753,0210 after
6 pm
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT' 2 bedroom
apartment, $175 per month,
prefer couple, no pets. 1619W
Main. 753,6930.
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
efficiency apartment, girls
only, $125 monthly, including
girl.
one
for
utilities
References required. Call
753-8355 between 9 and 5.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
and
stove
duplex,
refrigerator, near hospital,
$160 per month. Call 753-8217.
TWO BEDROOM duplex, all
electric, for 3 people or less,
refrigerator, stove and air
conditioning furnished. $125
per month, $50 deposit, call
489 2595.
10' X 40 ALL ELECTRIC,
$70 per month, call 489,2595.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
REDECORATED
NEWLY
sleeping room, one block
from University. 753-1812 or
.759.4909.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets, $250 per month, deposit
$250. Call 753-8333 after 5 pm.
34. RENT OR LEASE

_
Kelley's Termite
& Pest cpprol

HELP NEEDED. Part time
lob on farm in south Graves,
call 1 382.2523 after 6 pm

AVERAGE ---

14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO buy, good used 2
ton dump truck Call 753
6556, after 5 pm
WANT TO buy a 1969.or
below Firebird or Camaro,
will pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
753-9181 or 753.4530.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ONE YEAR old Schwinn 10
speed bike, $70. Also a .
selection
160
Seeburg,
jukebox with all records,
$400. 753-2636.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOOT
CUBIC
14
refrigerator, dining room
suite, maple bedroom suite,
one living room suite. Call
436-5370 or after 4 pm 7594927.

6.HELP WANTED

2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th , phone 753 3128

27 NOTICE

Bank Cards Welcome

KW Pro offers complete cleaning service. Carpels,
floors, windows, watts and deodoriies. For free
estimates call your local Men Pro dealer.
osidootial-Commortial Insured-Sanded
Call 241-$000
Klen Pro
do V. Logsdon
Kt. 5 Mayfield, Ky. 42066

4
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43. REAL ESTATE
171.ACRES ON 121 South 4
Tiles from Murray. For
further
information, call
Purdom & Thurman Real
Estate, 753-4451

3. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

O.USED CARS

RAISE THE curtain on your
life. .see
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors for your business
opportunity. Owner needing
to leave state, but has a
booming busirress he hates to
leave. Take advantage of his
outstanding, thriving and
prosperous
accounts...call
753-1492...offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

FOR SALE: 1977 Grand
Prix, loaded with extras, also
ruls_L-__7,Phone 49 2369.
FOR SALE: 1975 V.W.
Rabbit, 39,000 actual miles. A
HOUSE AND shop biding
on approximately five and
one owner car, perfect
condition, over 35 mpg, must
one half acres only 500 from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
see to appreciate Cofne by
area. Property is desirable
and See at 405 S 4tts St. or cell
for development for cottages
75.3-7668 days, or 753.2394
NEW LISTING
nights.
trailers.
or
John
C
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111
1972 LTD BROUGHAM. two
Protrs,ional Ser an
This 3 bedroom, 11/
Sycamore St. 753,0101
Kitt Th. riendly T,ai,!
door hard top, V8 automatic
bath house will appeal
with air. Brown on brown,
to
folks
of
all
ages.
extra good condition, $ow,
BRAND NEW.
4
0111354-6217
Maintenance
free
Bedrm, 2½
bath
MONTE
1974
CARLO,
house with therquality home, w/2,900
burgundy,$2400 753-8451.
mopane
windows
and
sq. ft. Many distinc1970, NINE PASSENGER
central
electric
Chevrolet Caprice stationtive features including
heating and cooling
wagon, air, automatic, nice,
fireplace
w/heatolatoSouth 12th at Sy ca rnor•
$500. 753-1818 after 5pm.
systems.
Tastefully
r, wet bar, compactor,
OLDS
1974
CUTLASS
TELEPHONE 7511661
decorated in neutral
plush
carpeting,
Supreme
stationwagon,
colors.
Call
today
to
air,
automatic,
cruise,
AM.
sewing/hobby
rm.
Priced at $13,500.00 is
Waldrop Realty
see this choice
FMradio, radial tires. 438'Large Lot - Double
this 12 x 60, plus 11 x 8
5610.
Phone KOPPERUD
In Business
Garage w/pave drive.
rollout room, mobile
1973 OMEGA,6 CYLINDER
REALTY,
753-1222
for
Since
1956
Today!
Call
Boyd •
us
home and lot. Two
gas saver, automatic, low
all
your
Real
Estate
mileage, one owner, $1175.
753-5646
Majors Real Estate,
covered
patios,
needs.
Call 489-2595.
105
N.
12th
St.
I
aluminum
1
storage
PONTIAC LeMANS, 1970,
building, central heat
A STONE'S throw from the 5.525, 753-6239 after 5 pm.
lake...7 lots with 700 feet road
RETIRE WITH income! 2
and air. Payments
PLYMOUTH
1973
frontage. Ready for you to SUBURBAN
family home on large lot
would probably be less
wagon, exbuild
located near Bel Air Shopthat cabin you've cellent
condition,
cruise
than rent!
ping Center. Homes near by
always dreamed about...only
control, one owner, $ups.
but has the feeling of
$500 per lot. .call 753-1492 or
489-2595.
Call
753.8579.. offered by Loretta
NICE SMALL home near the privacy. Call 753 1492 or 753
1977 RED, REGAL Buick,
Jobs Realtors.
by
Loretta
University on North 18th 1499.. offered
753-7132 days, 759.1997
54800.
Street. Ideal for starter home Jobs Realtors.
after 6 pm.
or empty nest couple. Two
Over $1,500,000
TOYOTA CELICA
1977
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
Liftback, 5 Speed, AM-FM
little cleanup'and fix-up for
Worth of real estate
stereo, air, 54300. 753-8706.
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
listed with our comappointment only. Fenced
50. USED TRUCKS
pany. Chances are we
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1974
CHEVROLET
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
CHEYENNE Super, 2 wheel
have just what you are
753-0101. Oatman Farley, 753
drive, $2300. 1975 Chevrolet
looking for; If not, we
BOYD-MAI
9775,
custom deluxe 4-wheel drive,
will
find
it
for
you.
753-4112 ask for
$4000.
REAL ESTATE
Robert.
Come
to
the
company
753-8080
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
that is smiles apart
steering, power
power
Professional Ser.it es
from everyone else.
brakes, air, AM FM tape
With The F nendl) Touch"
The Nelson Shroet
player, wheels, 753-9507.
LET US SHOW YOU
Co., Roeitors
1976 CJ5 RENEGADE, big
wheels and tires, 2700 miles.
l'HIS . 3 bedroom,
759-1707
S, Poplar
•
BOYD-MAJORS
Call 489.2434
large living rm.-dining
1 -442-5460
1974 FORD 1/. TON truck,
REAL ESTATE
rm., full basement.
steering, power
power
1
753-8080
Lot 124' x 195'. Exbrakes, factory air. Call 753R ES. 205, NO. 6th street,
8500.
cellent for home-office
zoned B 3-near down town,
Prufelawnal Services
1975 FORD 4-WHEEL drive,
aluminum
siding,
or small business.
2
With The Friendly Touch"
lots of extras, 436-2573
bedrooms down stairs, owner
Southstde Court Square
Zoned
B-4 ComSPACIOUS FAMILY
anytime.
'
Out of town and needs to sell,
Murray, Kentucky
mercial. Priced At
reduced
HOME. . . Start your
to
1978 JEEP CJ5, 304 V8, all
753-4451
Immediate possession, make
ONLY 645,000. Boyd
heavy duty equipment,
New Year without
an offer. Gas floor furnace.
power steering, Levis inMajors Real Estate,
being cramped in this
Claude L. Miller, Realtor,
terior and top, warn 8,000 lin
106 N. 12th St.
753-5064 or 753 3059, 24 hour
4 bedroom B.V.,
Remote control winch, AM.
answering service.
FM 8 track, 4:09 gears Call
located at Kirksey.
7S3-0188.
Living
room
51. CAMPERS
w/fireplace, formal
Ainley Auction
STARCRAFT,
MIDdining room, full
Realty Sales
WINTER white sale Prices
COL eine,Siam
reduced on all travel trailers
basement.
ONLY
Auctioneer Realtor
ups through
pop
and
$34,900. Boyd Majors
Appraiser
February 15. This means
753-1222
Ph T9011479-2966 479-371+
Real Estate, 105 N.
It's "Cents-Able"
prices you won't believe.
South Fulton Tenn
White's Camper Sales,
12th St.
To Buy Instead
V.
located on Highway 94 East,
Of Rent
15 Acres
753-0605.
53. SERVICESOFFERED
Call today for an apFor Selo
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son.
pointment to see this
209 Walnut Street
Just on the market,
General'home remodeling,
neat 2-bedroom home
.
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Closed All Day Wed.
framing, aluminum siding,
and located 5 miles
near the University.
gutters, and rooting. Call 1west of Murray, this is
Saturday 7 30 til 5:00
Monda‘-Friday 7:30-Noon
395-4967 or 1 362-4895,
Home is heated with
that
choice
building
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
RICE HAIR CUT 51.50
BUILDING,
economical gas heat
site
you've
been
REMODELING, repair and
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3685 one
and
range
includes
block laying experience. Call
waiting for. Property
day in advance.
refrigerator.
and
474-2318.
includes lovely 3 acre
Priced
only
at
CARPET CLEANING, at
wooded building site, 2
reasonable rates. Prompt
$15,900.00. Don't miss
ponds, tobacco base,
and efficient service. Custom
an opportunity like
Carpet Care 489-2774.
and 9 acres of private
this to turn that monCARPET CLEANING, free
pastureland for those
thly rent into equity.
satisfied
estimates,
horses you've always
references V ibra-Vac steam
Phone KOPPERUD
wanted. Over 500 feet
cleaning.
Scotch
Free
dry
or
REALTY,753-1=.
gaurd Call Lee's Carpet
of blacktop road fronCleaning 753-5827.
tage. Finest 15 acre
THREE
BEDROOM, CAN'T GET those small jobs
tract we've seen on the
modern, brick veneer, ranch around the house or mobile
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, ofStyle home, nicely located in
market in the past
home done? Carpentry,
the East 'I Manor. Ready for
plumbing.
painting,
fices, cottages, Mobile home ad•ons:' and patios, or U•
couple of years. Don't
'elegant
landscaping
and
aluminum siding, patios.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
let this opportunity
comfortable living John C
small concrete lobs. Call 436
Neubauer, 1111 Sycamore 2562 after 5 pm.
pass, phone Kopperud
_ ,
_ __
x 60. Buy the best for less. ..._ .
Street, phone 753-0101, Linda
Realty, 753-1222 for all
BLOCK
CONCRETE
&
Drake 75.3-0492.
WORK. Block garages,
the information.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
basements, driveways,
FOR SALE by owner: lot 11
/
2 walks, patios, steps, free
mires east of Murray, on estimates. 753-5476.
good road and 500 ft. of High- CARPENTER, NO fob too
way 94. City water, no small. References. Call 753restrictions, not in a sub- (1793, ask for Clifford.
division. Call Bob Futrell,
DRIVEWAYS,
WHITE
753 7668 days, and 753-2394
rocked and graded, free
nights.
estimates, call Clifford
FOR SALE or trade for car Garrison, 753 5429 after 4pm
YD-MAJ R
or pickup truck, an acre and FENCE SALES at Sears
pEA,
lot, septic tank, well, now. Call Sears 753-7310 for
utility pole, 437-4608 or 753- free estimates for your
_REAL
753 ESTATE
8080
jj
7975.
needs.
ewe
48. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR YOUR driveway white
'Pro/4;10*nel Servoces
18-ACRE FARM with well
rock needs, call or see Roger
The Friendly /owl,
built home in good condition, Hudson We also do grading
has stock barn and other
and backhoe work, for free
NIATFIELO
MURRAY
WINGO
estimates call 753-4545 or 753
buildings.
This
property
being
offered
to
settle
estate,
6763.
"Do
Is
priced at $38,000. For more
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
information, call 474-2337.
Sears continuous gutters
47. MOTORCYCLES
installed
per
your
specifications
Call Sears
4-t_ 100 HONDA, good confor
free
753-2310
estimates.
dition, phone 753.9956.
1978 YAMAHA 650 special, GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
metal
tanks,
buildings,
perfect condition. Call 753custom
building:
wood
7108.
frame or metal frame
1978 YAMAHA IT 175, must Complete log
buildings on a
511
this
week, perfect turn key quote. A 6
I Ford
mechanical condition, will Supply, Inc. 1(901)642.85.44.
take best offer. 7537228.
INSULATE AGAINST the
49, USED CARS
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
1972 BUICK, HARDTOP, attic insulation and foam in
radio, tape, C.B., body in
place urea fromalehyde.
excellent condition. 753-6803
Free
estimates,
no
after 5 pm.
Obligation.
Kentucky
Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
Brand New...Look no farther for the best - we have it in this superbly built, new
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
Coupe, gray, full power, 350 Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
4 BR., 244 bath quality home, with 2,900 sq. ft. Many distinctive features inmotor, other extras, $5000. (502) 435 4527.
cluding fireplace w/heatolator, wet bar, compactor, plush carpeting, & double
Call 753-5859.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
1975 CHEVROLET, 1 ton Sears, save on these high
truck with hoist, new tires, heating and cooling bills
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
excellent condition. call 436
estimates
2716.
LICENSED
1968 DODGE CORONETTE
ELECTRICIAN,
stationwagon, low mileage, prompt, efficient, service,
Call Ernest White, 753-0605.
$250. Call 436-2294.
FORD TORINO, 1968, 302 4 MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
speed,$200. 753-8451.
FOR SALE: 1973 Maverick, jobs a speciality, also pat
and seal coating 753
ching
power brakes and radio.
Excellent condition
Call 1537
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
after 4: 30, 4119-2743.
FOR SAL- 1969 Camaro, now. all oak.- 175-rfek. Call
350 automatic, black with John Boyer at 753-8536.
mags and new tires, extra l4rEED TREES cut? Landoll
sharp, can be seen at Carroll Tree Service Call George
Volkswegon, or call 435-4294 Landolt, 753-1170.
after 5:30.
ROOFING,
excellent
references
Call 753 1416
Attractive 4 BR.,2 bath B.V. home within walking distance of downtown. Large
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
living-dining area has cozy fireplace, spacious kitchen With G.E. quality apask foe Shelley_
pliances, wall-to-Iall carpeting,electric heat. Low 30's.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely 'waren
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Ca., ,Route 2,
'Ther Gas Severs"
Box 4109A, Padycati..

z
cAl tp
.

listing.

ASSUME LOAN
AND PAY
SMALL EQUITY

Owner relocated
must sell attractive stone two
or three bedroom,
one bath, -large
kitchen, Stone
den, attached
garage. Zoned
business, corner
lot, large parking
area.
13th

Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14,and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advisors will be happy to help you write your message.

Purdom Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
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519,00.0.
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To Mom and Dad...

To My Wife, Ann ...

W. couldn't hove picked
nicer pair of parents in ttse
world! Howe a Happy Vol•ntine's Doyl
Mike sad Sue

After 15 wonderful years
of marriage, I'm still lieed•
over-heels in love with you I

$25°

KOPPERUD
..1

E

NAPPY
VALENTINE'S
OAT

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Urn,lizere goes
to you out
Valentines Day,
love John.

1.
I

Name
Address
City
Zip
MAIL
To:
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ledger & Times
P. O. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071

met lareartOW*

442 7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
air
and
conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home.753-2211

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BELOW

WANZA, Happy Valentine* Day to the sweetest
and most loving wife and
mother We ley* you Leery
and Chad

garage.

Murray
Datum,Inc.
604 So. 12th St.

ONLY 15' PER WORD

Door Jimmy (Prefer).1 love
you more then words con
•Wprelle. I NOV,* we will el•
ways be together to shore
the good end the bed Love
always, Sue (Chuck) P S
Worrier loves you too!

FROM OUT 1979 SHOWCASE

-

$300

SOME EXAMPLES:

Being Done"

Audra Moody 753-9034
Homer Miller 753-7519
B. B. Hook 733-2317

love, Tom

Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalize,C1 Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine

Serving The Entire Purchase Area

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

To Jane - I want you for
Valentine, and I won't
lake no for on answerl

The Murray Ledger & Times

REAL

Warren Shropshire 753-8277
.64-= Berbera Envin 753-4136
Reuben Moody•Z'13-9036

HAPPY
VALINT1INI'S
DAY

Phone 753-1916

ORS
Trirf BOYD-MAJ
ESTATE 451 it

CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

To Our
Favorite
Teachor

$300

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Business Where Business

$25°

Mrs. Smith - Thanks for
making Science tun to learn
We think you're tops'
from
Your Class

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

L

Walter

mann

State
Phone

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 12th, 1979. All ads will run on
February 14, 1979 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 15, 1979.
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Deaths And Funerals
Mrs. Vera McClure Lexie Lamb Dies At Funeral Is Today
Dies At Hospital;
Hospital; Funeral
For Connie Adams
Services Friday
Planned On Friday
The funeral for Course
Mrs. Vera Lee McClure died
Wednesday at 4:20 a.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. She was 82 years of
age and a resident of
Paducah.
The deceased, the widow of
Guy McClure, Sr., was a
native of Graves County and a
member of the West End
Baptist Church, Paducah.
Mrs. McClure is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Caroline
Beasley, Aurora, and Mrs.
Nancy Hill, Benton; two sons,
Guy McClure, Jr., Tucson,
Ariz., and Richard McClure,
Nashville, Tenn.; nine
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 11 a.m. at the chapel
of the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the Rev. Terry
Sills and the Rev. Charles
Jobe officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow
the 'Camp
in
Beauregard Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today (Thursday).

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Lexie Lamb died Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 81 years of
age and a resident of Mayfield
Route 1.
The deceased was a retired
grocery
merchant
of
Mayfield. Born Aug. 28, 1897,
he was the son of the late Louis
Lamb and Nancy Charlton
Lamb.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ethel Adams Lamb; one
daughter, Mrs. Virginia Sue
Miller, Mayfield Route 7; six
sons—Wilson Lamb, Mayfield
Route 6, J. D. Lamb, Farmington Route 1, Clovis and
Wavel Lamb, Mayfield Route
1, Robert Lamb, Mayfield,
and Billy G. Lamb, Mayfield
Route 5; one sister, Mrs. Ola
Haneline, Coldwater; 24
grandchildren; 26 great
grandchildren; two great
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with John Hoover
and James Shockley officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral borne.

Adams is being held today at 2
p.m. at-the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiating.
Pallbearers include Frank
Albert Overby, Glen Olson,
Rex Ramsey, Jackie Hale,
and W. A. Parker. Burial will
follow in the Unity Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, 64, Benton
Route 5, died Tuesday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Zola, died
in 1976.
Survivors include two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Dorothy
Henderson and Mrs. Betty
Kroger; son, Jimmy Adams;
three stepsons, Walter,
Tommy,and Lonnie Johnson;
sister, Mrs. Charles T. Miller;
half sister, Mrs. Iva Ray;
three brothers, Cleburne;
Hollis, and Hugh Adams.

Final Rites Friday
For Jack Garland
Funeral services for Jack
Garland of Almo Route 1 will
be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Emmanuel Baptist Church,
where he was a member, with
the Rev. Jim Fortner and the
Rev. Grandville Courtney
officiating.

Mrs. Robinson Dies
Wednesday; Rites

The Church Choir, directed
by Terry Todd with Mrs.
Fnierai.State Market News Service
Fortner as pianist, will
February& 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
present
the
music.
Report Includes7 Buying Stations
Pallbearers will be Randy and
Receipts Act ItEst 150 Barrows & Gilts
steady 1.00 lower Sows
Curtis Tucker, David and
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . 253.5044.00 few 54.50
Danny Garland, R. J. and
US 2200-2A0 lbs
1121.2543.75
US 2-3240-350th..
IMU543.25
Mrs. George T. (Mary Cordie McDougal, Robert
US 2-4 3110-210 Its.
WM-52Z
Ethel) Robinson of Hazel died Ingram,and Jimmy Bennett.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
45.03
,
$441
Wednesday at 8 a.m. at the
Interment will follow in the
US 1-3 300450 lbs.
liam4sas Westview
Nursing Nome.§LE1mGrove Cemetery with the
US14450400lba.
US 1-3 500450 lbs
was 81 years of age.
arrangements by the Max
US 2.3550.500 I be
The deceased was a Churchill Funeral
Boars 33.00-35.00
Home
member of the Green Plain where friends may call.
Church of Christ. Born Nov. 5,
Mr. Garland, 53, died
Keep up the
1897, in Stewart County, Tuesday at 6:45 p.m. at
the
good driving.
Tenn., she was the daughter of Murray-Calloway
County
Ask us about
the late Willie J. Largent and Hospital.
lifetime auto
Mary Cunningham Largent.
He is survived by his wife,
renewal at age
Mrs. Robinson is survived
65— offered
by her husband, George T. Mrs. Marie Schmidt Garland;
by Kemper
Robinson, to whom she was father and stepmother, Mr.
to its auto
married on Nov. 8, 1914; one and Mrs. Virgil Garland,
daughter, Mrs. Alice Sills, Murray Route 1; two
Policyholders.
Evansville, Ind.; two sons, daughters, Miss Marcia
George A. Robinson, Hazel, Garland, Benton Route 9, and
and Johnnie L. Robinson, Mrs. Howard Todd, Murray
Labe, Calif.; sister, Mrs. Route 6; son, Cecil Garland,
Nora Owens, Paducah; half Mayfield; sister, Mrs. John
sister, Mrs. Anna Bell Lamb, Tucker, Kirksey; brother,
Ohio; step sister, Mrs. Joe Bernice Garland, Murray
Westerman, Stewart, Tenn.; Route 1; nine grandchildren.
107 N. 4th
half brother, Albert Largent,
753-4937
Paducah; six grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
Representing
Funeral services will be
Federal Kemper
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Insurance Company
held Friday at 1 p.m. at the USDA — Estimated receipts
chapel of the Anglin Funeral cattle and calves 600;
Home, Dover, Tenn., with slaughter steers and heifers
Henry Hargis officiating, untested; cows steady to 1.00
Burial will follow in the htgher; other slaughter
Wofford Cemetery at Dover.
classes steady; feeders poorly
Friends may call at the tested, limited offerings
funeral home after 2 p.m. steady;
today (Thursday.
Slaughter cows utility and a

Scheduled Friday

eve

4)
Ilin

410
Bob Bantu
Insurance
Agency

Six Deaths Attributed To Winter Storm
By The Associated Press
Ice and snow knocked dovm
power lines to more than
175,000 homes in Georgia and
South Carolina as a winter
storm rolled up the
Coast, contributing to six
deaths before rolling out to
sea.
The storm — the first major
wallop for much of the region
this winter season — arrived a
year and a day after a blizzard
that paralyzed much of the
Northeast in 1978.
Up to a foot of snow fell in
Tennessee and Virginia, and
as much as 10 inches was
reported in Kentucky. New
York and its suburbs reported
seven inches ofsnow.
All runways at Washington
National Airport were shut for

six hours, forcing cancellation
of shuttle service to New
York. Flights were also Ulterrupted in Boston and
Newark.
An inmate at the Fulton
County jail in Georgia was
electrocuted when he touched
a live power line while
cleaning up storm debris
twat of Atlanta.
In Columbia,S.C.,15 24-yearold man was critically injured
when he fell from a secondfloor balcony at a motel while
throwing
a
snowball,
authorities said.
Five other deaths — three
traffic deaths in Pennsylvania, Georgia and Connecticut and two fire deaths in
Augusta, Ga., — were linked
to the storm, which began

Bus Driver Didn't See
Locomotives That Hit
His Bus Killing Two
CHICAGO ( AP) — Bus
driver Lester Moody says he
didn't see the coupled
locomotives that slammed
into his bus at a railroad
crossing and dragged it about
60 feet, killing two children
and injuring 17 people.
Police said the collision
occurred Wednesday as the
bus started through the
crossing after a freight train

Murray Vocational
Center Wins Bumper
Sticker Contest
"Open Your Eyes to Free
Enterprise" was the winning
slogan submitted by the
Murray Vocational Center in
the Phi Beta Lambda Free
Enterprise Bumper Sticker
Slogan Contest. The contest
was one of the activities in the
PBL Free Enterprise Project.
All the schools in the Region
I area were asked to create an
eye-catching slogan about free
enterprise. There were five
other entries in addition to the
winning entry.
The Murray center received
$25 for the school's chapter of
Future Business Leaders of
America. All participating
schools will be given a few of
the bumper stickers to be
distributed in any manner
they see fit. The remainder of
the bumper stickers will be
distributed
among
the
members of Phi Beta Lambda
and the community.

passed

was hit by two
locomotives traveling
in the opposite direction.
Moody, 29, a music teacher
at Roseland Christian School
on the South Side, was
charged with failing to yield
the right-of-way at a railroad
crossing.
He suffered minor injuries
in the crash.
Authorities identified the
dead as Faith Alexander, 6,
and Anthony Thompson,5.
One of the injured, Randolph Small, 5, was in critical
condition, and Patricia Jolly,
5, was in serious condition.
The other children sustained
minor injuries, mostly cuts,
attendants said.
A bookkeeper at South Shore
Iron Works heard the crash.
"We ran out and saw that
this engine, which wasn't
pulling any cars, had carried
the bus down the tracks about
60 feet or so," said Beatrice
Taylor.
"Two children were under
the bus," she said. "One child
had been thrown out and was
about 50 feet away. The others
were screaming and crying
inside the bus.
"Some of our workers pulled
them out of the bus through
the windows. We took them to
our office and tried to treat
them as best we could until
ambulances arrived. They all
were bleeding quite a bit."
There are no gates at the
crossing on the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad line, Mrs.
Taylor said.
and

coupled

Livestock Market

LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!
Money Market Certificates
TERM
6 Months

11111111011 REMIT

GUARANTEED RATE

$10,000.00

% More
Than U.S. Treasury
Bill Rate

162 Days'

lased Os Each Week's Treasury Section
This Week's Rate 9.557%
Interest On All Sayings Is Compounded Daily
Early Willwkavel Respires 8 Ssidiastial Merest Pik*?

Savings plans that offeryou maximum allowable rates
for any insured financial institution.

TE1111
8 Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

111111111111
DEPOSIT
$1,000
$1,000
$1,003
$1,000
$1,000
No Minimum
Deposit

IUTE
800%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%
5.75%

No Minimum
Deposit --

5 25%

Stock Market

EFFECTIVE
ANIMAL TIELII
8.33%
8.06%
779%
698%

6.72%
5.92%

539%

Murray
Murray
Downtown
.
South
Branch
Hopkinsville
Branch
Federal Savings & loan Assn.
mas••••eft

7th and Main
753-7921

Kew .0.41"

LENDEP

few cutter .47.00-53.00; high
dressing and high boning
percent utility 53.00-59.90;
slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2
1000-1785 lb 59.00-68.25; yield
grade 2 74-76 percent 55.0059.00; slaughter calves and
vealers choice 150-300 lb
vealers 88.00-102.00; selected
high choice and prime 104.50106.00; good and choice 70.0088.00; choice 300-400 lb calves
69.00-79.00; feeder steers few
choice 385-460 lb 84.50-93.50;
mixed good and choice 315-625
lb 70.00-84.50; heifers a few
choice 310-435 lb 73.00-76.50;
mixed good and choice 300-500
lb 64.00-73.00;
Hogs 500; barrows and gilts
.25 lower; 1-2 208-228 lb 54.7555.00; No. 2 210-260 lb 54.2554.75; No. 3 250-280 lb 53.2053.50; sows .50-.75 lower; 1-2
460-565 lb 49.50-60.00; No.331°390 lb 47.50-48.80; boars over
300 lb 38.50.
Sheep 25; slaughter Iambs
5.00 lower; other classes
steady; slaughter lambs
choice and prime 116 lb 70.00;
slaughter ewes utility 15,00

715 So. 12th St.
753-1214'

Pnces of stock of local tnterest Hi
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Throes by Ftrst of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray,are as follows
Industrial Average

In 1955, the liner Queen of
Bermuda sped far off course
to rescue the 10-man crew of a
Newfoundland fishing boat
that sank during an Atlantic
gale off Bermuda.

Tuesday night.
About 50,000 Georgia power
customers spent the night
without electricity despite the
efforts of 400 repair workers,
who had restored service to
5,000 homes and businesses.
Another 100,000 homes were
without power in South
Carolina, and the South
Carolina Public Service
Authority said one of its crews
had to walk four miles through
the woods to repair a downed
line.

South Carolina Electric &
Gas Co. officials estimated the
repair bill could exceed $1
million.
There were water shortages
in several South Carolina
towns.
Columbia
city
spokesman John David Spade
warned: "If we don't con.serve
water, there won't be enough
water pressure for firefighting
purposes.
Six inches of snow fell in
New Jersey, and authorities
imposed a 35 mph speed limit

...NEWS IN BRIEF.
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Prime Minister Shahpour
Bakhtiar vowed today never
to surrender to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini as hundreds of thousands marched
through Tehran shouting
support for the religious
leader and Mehdi Bazargan,
his nominee to head a new
government.
NAPLES, Italy (AP) — It's
aggressive,strikes swiftly and
doesn't discriminate between
rich and poor. But Naples'
socalled mystery disease has
become a killer of infants in
the city's teeming slums.
Doctors say thousands of
children have been afflicted
with the ailment, and at least
60 have died since it was first
detected a year ago.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
Carter administration will
have to consider loosening its
wage guideline if inflation
worsens and Congress rejects
a proposed tax credit for
workers who comply with the
guideline, Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall says. But
Marshall said Wednesday he

and doctors say she doesn't
really understand what a
transplant is. But they also
say she loves her brother, and
a court has decided she can
donate a kidney to save his
life. The 4th Court of Civil
Appeals ruled Wednesday that
Anne, who suffers from
NATIONAL
Down's Syndrome, is legally
SAN ANTONIO,Texas(AP) able to give the kidney to her
— Anne Little, 15, is retarded, 14-year-old brother Steve.

UPI Reporter Shot,Killed
NORTH LITTLE HOCK, North Little Rock police Sgt.
Ark. (AP) — Police- believe Walter Miles said Wednesday
the shooting of a 21-year-old there were no suspects in the
United Press International case and no motive had been
reporter was deliberate, but established. He said insay they have been unable to vestigators assume Mrs.
Danielak was shot when
establish a motive.
Judy Danielak, shot in the another car pulled alongside
head, was in critical condition her vehicle.
A state police spokesman
early today in the intensive
care unit at Baptist Medical said the reporter's car veered
off the highway and struck a
Center in Little Rock.
Mrs. Danielak, hired by UPI utility pole after she was shot.
Mrs. Danielak was returas a temporary employee and
assigned to cover the ning home from work when
Legislature, was found un- she was shot. She is a jourconscious in her car Tuesday nalism student at the
University of Arkansas.
night on Interstate 40.

final Winter
Clearance Sale

White Headquarters—
To Open Saturday
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) — Republican Ray
White has said he will open a
state campaign headquarters
Saturday in Louisville for his
race for the GOP nomination
for governor.
White said Wednesday he
will open the headquarters at
the Kentucky Towers Building
and announce his state
campaign chairman at a 10
a.m. news conference.
The former state senator
from Bowling Green said he
will step up his campaign and
will not alter the pace whether
former governor Louie B.
Nunn enters the race or not.
White said he has talked
with Nunn and Nunn said he
was 90 percent certain of
making the race. Nunn has
said he has several matters to
resolve before he makes an
announcement.

Bonania

Chrysler
Ford MaOse
G.A.F.
Gianni Cars
General=ne
General
General Tire ...
Goodrich.
Hardee,
Heablein.
IBM
Pennwalt.
cluaker Oill
Tappan
Tomo
ljal-Idert
3...
•
. ,

25%
5% 4,
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11% .44
114% 4,4
What
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WA 4%
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11% 4th
54 J.
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RIVER & LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 19.8, down 2.3
Kentucky Usk.7 a.m. 354.1
.Below darn 30711, down 0.2:
Barkley Lake 7 aan.. 3541.
Below dam 318.1, down I 0
Sunset 5.28. Sunrise 6:55.

O

is confident inflation will ebb
and hopeful Congress will
approve the "real wage insurance" tax credit, making it
unnecessary to relax the
voluntary 7 percent ceiling on
annual wage and fringe
benefit increases.

A
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PRICE

A

KING'S DEN

.
41
1k
)
1

The Store For Men
Bet-Air Center

Plan Ahead For
Spring and Summer

ete-

Seasoll

Weed
Eaters

Ace l riliP.ctor

Prices
Starting
At

'1499

Other
Electric
Models
Up To
$6999
Also
Gasoline
Models
On Display
NOW!

Model 307

38" Cut
$84995
Electric Start

No Money
Down
90 Days
Same As
Cash

5 H.P.

Ace Tiller

Jai

Chain Drive
or
Gear Drive
Both With Reverse

( With Approved Credit)

Murray Lawn
& Garden Center
•
200 E. Main—Murra

A

Don't Let These
Great Buys Get Away

+1.32

Au Producta .
Arnertcan Motors
Ashland 011 .
American Teiaphone

on the 142-mile New Jersey
Turnpike, where 400 pieces at
equipment were set to work to
clear the road.
Heavy snow fell over
southeastern Illaissobapatta
early today, and the Itallanal
Weather Service said four to
eight inches were likely in
lower New England today.
In Delaware, Gov. Pierre S.
du Pont declared a partial snow emergency and closed
state government offices in
the early afternoon.

y.,--T53-3361

4
1?;16*

Bank Rata
Financing

